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Abstract
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Under the supervision of Dr. Robert M. Dimit
A research project was conducted in the Big Stone lake area.

This area included Roberts and Grant Counties in South Dakota and
the city of Ortonville in Minnesota.

In 1969 a 2800 acre tract of land was purchased near Big

Stone City, South Dakota by a consortium of three electric power

companies.

A 450 megawatt plant will be constructed on the site.

The completion date is projected for the sunmer of 1975. This

planned industrial facility for a relatively rural area provided
an opportunity to study the effects of rural industrialization.

This phase of the total research project ascertained the area

residents' attitudes toward the community services prior to the
beginning of construction on the site.

A stratified random sampling procedure was used to select 179

heads of households.

An interview schedule was used to ascertain

personal, social, and economic characteristics of the respondents.

A likert-type sunmated rating scale was used to measure the respondents'

attitudes toward the conmunity services in the corrmunity with which

they identify.

◄

The objective of the study was to detennine the attitudes of

area residents toward comrrunity services, and the degree of association

between a set of socio-demographic characteristics and attitudes
toward community services.

A social systems theoretical framework was utilized as a

basis for this study.

A multi-variate stepwise regression technique

was used to analyze the relationships between a set of selected

independent variables (age, education, family size, length of

residence, organizational participation, level of living, knowledge,

religious affiliation, community identification, income, occupation,
ownership of lakeside property, and magazine and newspaper

subscriptions) and the dependent variable, attitudes toward community
services.

In general, the residents of the area hold favorable attitudes

toward the community with which they identify. Of the independent

variables in the set, attitudes toward community services were
significantly influenced by the consumption of mass media as

measured by the number of magazines in the home, and the community
with which they identify for Ortonville residents.

The general statistical hypothesis of no significant relationship

between the set of independent variables and attitudes toward

community services was not rejected. Two null sub-hypotheses, one

relating to magazine subscriptions and the other to community
identification (Ortonville) were rejected.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY AND STATEMENT
OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

Historicaliy th� economic base of rura1 communities has been

farming and farm-related industries.

In the twentieth centi..;ry,

and especially since World War II, changes in the social organization
of rural communities have accelerated.

Change, largely an urban

phenomenon in the past, is very much part of the rural community
today.

The rural communities ha·ve become closely interdependent

vlith th!:! tot.al society. The technologica1 and scientific char.yes
in the larger society have had their impact on rural communities.
Out-migration from rural areas is occurring at a rate that

has produced much concern.

The economic attraction of urban com

munities is generally assumed as responsible for much of this

migration. Modernization of farming equipment may be a 11 push"

factor from \'lithin the rural corranunities. It has greatly increased

ir.dividual worker productivity.
fewer, farms.

The net result is large, but

The attraction of rural residents to urban areas is enhanced

by the co�ceptio� of inadequate career opportunities in the rural·

communities from which they migrate.

South Dakota is one of several

states experi�ncing a relatively high out-migration with many

who leave having the conception that the state has rather restricted
career opp�rtvnitiP.s.

,.
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This out-migration has its negative consequences for the

state' s economy. The state ha� endeavored to minimize, or reverse,

this loss of manpower. One such endeavor i s the attempt to attract
new industry.

In a relatively rural state such as South Dakota

this includes attempts to attract industry to rural areas.

The Big Stone Lake Area of South Dakota has been selected

by a consortium of three electric power companies as the site
of a pov,er pl ant.

The impact of such an industry, both during

the construction phase and after it becomes operational, is expected

to be significant.

Limited research conducted on similar develop

ments in other �ommunities seems to indicate that indu strialization
of this kind, 1•.;hi1e: spelling economic advantage, may have nef;Jtivr;?
as wel 1 as positive results. It certainly means change for the

community.

The Rural Sociology Department of South Dakota State University

is conducting research on the Big Stone Lake area during this period

of rural development.

This dissertation involves an initial analysis

of data obtained from Big Stone Lake area residents relative to

their attitudes toward their corrmunity services.

The data was

collected using an interview schedule which was administered to

a random sample of heads of households in the Big Stone Lake area
prior to the construction of the power plant.

Two earlier research projects have been reviewed as a founda

tion for the development of this research project.

These t\vo

projects, conducted by Summers, et al., {1969) in Putnam County,

3

Illinois, and Ploch and LeRay (1968) in Aroostook County, Maine,

were conducted to assess social and economic consequences of rural
industrialization. The Illinois study involved the construction

of a major production complex and the Maine study involved the

construction of a hydro-electric plant.
Statement of the Problem

People are unevenly distributed throughout the United States.

The denser concentrations tend to be the bases of institutional

services and employment for the nation. These densely populated

areas have continued to draw persons from sparsely populated areas,

producing fu�ther depletion.

Recently scme industries hav� sought select sites in rural

areas to locate their plants. One such site selected by an industry

is located near Gig Stone Lake in the northeastern part of South
Dakota.

The location of an industrial plant in a relatively rural

area, such as this part of South Dakota, is often accompanied by

rapid and disorganizing change. These changes are due to a

variety of factors, such as the investment of new capital, the

in-migra tio n of new workers and their families, new errp 1oyment

opportunities for local residents, and the demands for more services.

The patter!'ls of cormnunity life and employment are affected.
attitudes, values, and interaction patterns mi'ly result.

Jn the fall of 1969 three power companies acquired 2800

New

acres of lono ii Grant County, South Dakota, near Big Stone City.

,.
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This land was purchased as the site for an electric power plant

which will be capable of producing 450 megawatts of electricity.
Construction was scheduled to begin in 1972 and to be completed

in 1975.

The plans for this power plant provided an opportunity for

research on the impact of rural industrialization. An industry

of the magnitude projected by the power consortium can significantly

add to the county tax base. Tax rates in the county could be

reduced becallSe this new industry would pay a disproportionately

high part of the taxes.

Industrialization of this sort .may decrease unemployment.

lr.-migrat1on may be increased be�ause of an increase in employme!"!t

opportunities. This in turn �ay mean the need for additional

services and service related industries. Of particular importance
would be the adequacy of the educational, health care, police,

fire, religious, and housing services in the community.

The overall problem of this study is couched in the preceding

background information. The encompassi 119 research project has been

designed to gather data on the existing conditions and attitudes

in the designz.ted geographic area. It will also provide an infor
mational and statistical base for follow-up research.

This dis

sertation i s limited to an analysis of the attitudes of area

residents toward corrnnunity services.

11esearch of this type is relatively rare. Very little is known

regarding the change in values, attitudes, and patterns of behavior

5

\.-1hen sudden community changes occur.

This research project will·

provide data on a corP.111unity prior to anticipated changes which the

development of a major industry in a relatively rural area may

bring.

The data can serve a s the base from which change can be

assessed in the future.

Surrrnarily stated, the problem is:

What impact does a set

of socio-demographic variables have upon attitudes to�'lard community

services under the conditions of proposed industrial development?
A variety of socio-demographic variables will be utilized in the

analysis.

The dependent variable, attitude to\'1ard community

services, has been operationalized by using the institutiona1

i:ll'.Jpi oaci, in \·ihi -:.h the atU tu:lss cf atea resident3 toward such

institutions as schools, church�s, hospitals, police depart:nents,

a s well as water and sewage facilities, will be assessed.
Likert-type scale was used to measure such attitudes.

A

Justification for the Study

Change is a constant part of existence. Oniy the speed and

the direction vary. Occasionally geographic changes can produce
significant changes. However, more often migration to a new

environment produces changes in social life.

Changes in population

size and/or composition always produce socia 1 changes.

When the social systems perspective is used to view a total

society o r smaller social networks, two processes can be recognized

in operation:

the process which tl:!nds to change the system, and

the process which tends to maintain the system. These processes

6

are not mutualiy exclusive.

In fact, they may be complementary

and supportive of each other. By definition, the processes of
change do produce change in the social system.

However, they

may also help to maintain it by enabling the social structure to

keep its integrity as a differentiated system due to change.
(Johnson, 1960:625)

The social history of the United States is one of social and

cultural change or development.

Robin vlilliams (1970:625) has

surrrnarily enu�erated the major changes of this century in descriptive

generalizations as follows:
l.

?.
3.

4.

5.

Urbanization.

Conti�uin� end ircre�sing g�ograrhic m0bility of the

population.

Industrialization, and the decline in agriculture as a

proportion of the work force.

Mechanization, automation, cybernation.

Rising real per capita product.

6. Increase in life expectancy; control of communicable

7.
8.

di seas es.

Rising level of education; growth in scientific and

technical knowledge.

Occupational specialization.

9. Increase in occupations dealing with services and in
10.

clerical, technical, and professional pursuits.
Spread of mass communication.
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11.
12.
13.

Specialization of family activities; decreased importance

of kinship in the total social structure.

Specialization and secularization in religious organiza

tions.

Decrease in ethnic, nationality, and religious cleavages;

greater salience of ethr.ic-racial claims and conflicts.

14. Increase in universalism and equality in national economic
15.

16.
17.

and political sectors.

Grm-,th in scope dnd activity in central pc 1 ity.

Growth in scale and centralized direction of economic

enterprises and related organizations.

Ir.tel·pe:1etraticil cf eccncmic ,rnd govcr:-im�nt«l ncr�s,

exchanges, and relationships.

These generalizations denote a move of the total social system

toward greater interdependence, centralization, and impersonality.

As interdependence has increased, small communities have increasingly

felt the impact of forces located outside the immediate geographic
area.

Some of these forces are: population migration, economic

diversity, and political influences.

A concomitant development has been centralization. The

growth in numerical size and socio-cultural complexity has also

contributed to the development of more fonnal and rational relations.
These in turn have produced more in-persona 1 interaction.

Warren (1972:53) says the "great change" in community living

has to do with greater orientation of the local conmunity towards

a
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systems outside the immediate community.

These outside systems

include the state and the nation. This interdependence with

larger systems is very much in evidence in rural America.

Rogers

(1960: 4-11) cites several trends and changes in rural societies

which are in close affinity to such interdependence:
1.
2.

Americans today are "movers. 11

Farm people are decreasing in numbers.

3. Increasing numbers of persons are becoming part-time
4.

5.

6.
7.

farmers.

Rural-nonfarm people are increasing rapidly in numbers.

Rural and urban values are becoming 11rurbani zed. "

Widened horizons resuit from improved communications

and transportation.

There are rural implications of growing industrialization.

All seven trends are relevant to this research.

Number

seven is of particular interest and concern. Industrialization
has provided an economic pull for rural t o urban migration.

South

Dakota is one of several states experiencing this kind of migration

with the result of net loss in population.

The potential increase

in population for South Dakota during the 1960 to 1970 decade

was 78, 303 (Riley, Feb. 1971 :22). The actual population decreased

14,257 during that same period of time.

There is g,owing interest

on the part of some individuals t o stem, or reverse, this trend
of net population loss.

On� of the goals of rural development

involves an atten.pt to alter this trend through the attraction of

industry to rura1 areas.

,.
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The planned construction of"

f':

450 megawatt electric power

plant by a consortium of three power companies near Big Stone

lake in South Dakota afforded an opportunity to study the effect

of rural industrializat;on. The area under study for this project

includes six townships in South Dakota, and the city of Ortonville,
Minnesota.

The t0�nships in South Dakota are Alban and Big Stone

in Grant County, and Geneseo, Lockwood, Becker, and lake in Roberts
County.

Heads of households, randomly selected, were interviewed

using a prep a red schedule to measure attitudes toward community
services and the p roposed power plant. Research in this field

is limited and the resultant data may have practical implications

f0� the stat� as w�11 as contributing �o t�e sociologf�al krowlP<lge
of changing rur.31 America.

It is expected that the construction of this facility harbors

change not only for the rural area surrou nding the plant site but

also for the three urban convnunities nearby, namely, Big Stone

City and Milbank, South Dakota, and Ortonville, Minnesota. The

data were gathered prior to the construction of the power plant.
As the community experiences the influx of construction workers

and their families, ar.d later the out-migration of the same group
coincidental with the in-migration of plart managers and operators,
some significant social changes may occur in this geographic area.

This "before" data will be very useful in assessing such change,

for it p rovides a base line for such futu re comparative analyses.

10

Since research data is relatively scarce in this area, it is

anticipated that this dissertation will contribute to the study

of individual attitudes toward community in relatively rural areas.
Industrial development in rural areas can leave both positive and
negative effects. These effects can be assessed over time only

when a base has been established which provides comparative data.

This study provides such data.
Objectives of the Study

The basic and inclusive objective of this study is to provide

data, and conduct an analysis of these data, to gain an understanding

of a relatively rural community prior to industrial development.
Spedfically, the area und.•r study i s the environs of th':'

f)O\-!er

plant si·te.

This dissertation is limited to achieve the following objecti ves:
1. To assess the impact of a set of socio-demographic variables

2.
3.
4.

on attitudes toward community services.

To provide data which will serve as a base line from

which change over t ime may be assessed in a given area.

To provide socio-demographic data on a relatively rural

area in which industrialization is about to take place.

To make a contribution to sociological knowledge of rural

communities undergoing social change.

5. To indicate possible areas for future research.

7

CHAPTER TWO

THE THEORETICAL FRAMEvJORK

Conceotua l i zation of the Social Sys tem

I n thi s d i s sertation social theory i s uti l i zed a s a bas i s for
organizing the phenomena to be investigated .

The general idea

which pervades the conceptua l i zation of many research probl ems
i s that of a col l ecti vity as a soc i al system w i th parts and
properties that are interdependent (Ri l ey, 1 963: 1 0 ) .

The social

systems model wi l l be used a s a heuri stic devi ce to guide the
formul ation of the research probl em i n analyzing the r·e laticnsnip
of se 1 ect socio -demographic variables to a tti tu des toward co-;1nunity
servi ces .
The term "�ocial system" \'1 as first used as a descri ptive
device rel ative to human soci ety by V i l fredo Pareto (Abel , 1 970: 153) .
Pareto v i ewed soci ety as composed of many i n terdependent el ements.
These el ements d etermine the pariicular form of soci ety.

The

main ta s k of sociology, a s h e saw i t , was to i nvestigate the nature
and property of social systems , and the changes they undergo.

He

concentratEd h i s attention on the study of soci eta l equ i l i bri um.
Flori an Znani ecki extended Pareto ' s conception of the soci al
system.

Pareto s a w only the total soci ety as a socia l system.

Znani e�ki ( 1 934 : 12) insisted that soc i al uni ts of any s i z e may be
vi ewed as socia1 systems .

He ·esta b l i shed four c l as s es of soci a l

syst��s to represent th� who l e field o f soci ology: social actions ,
social rel ations , soci al persons, and social groups.

He saw the
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task of sociology to be an accurate description o f the systems,

and the classification of them according to the elements belonging

to them.

After this description and classification is complete

it should be possible to discover the laws that bind the elements
together within the systems.

Talcott Par�ons added to the social systems approach by pro

posing that a social system is made up of social actions of which
the basic unit is status role. For him, social systems are not

empirical givens but are constructed by actors in interaction
with each other in concrete situations.

According to Parsons, status is determined by the orientation

of l'thP.rs toward an ar.tor-.

Statu� is thus the positional aspect

in a relationship, while role is the active part of the rel ationship.
Status implies rights, and roles imply obligations.

The recog

nition of rights and obligations is, therefore, a basic condition
for social system stability.

Social solidarity exists when a collectivity shares common

value patterns, norms, and attitudes.

Individual personal inter

nalization of values, nonns, and attitudes is the counterpart

of institutionalization at the societal level.

Whi 1 e Parsons and his followers saw the systems approach was

applicable to all levels of society, they made no major effort

at CO!'l'lilunity analysis usir.g the systemic theoretical orientation.

The application of social system analysis to community studies
would seem to be appropriate.

-13
A significant contribution has been made by Loomis and

Beegle (1950: 3-7 ) at this point. They suggest that social systems

can be analyzed at two different levels.

At one level, a social

system may be seen as abstract, one in which the patterns of re

lationships continue from generation to generation and region to

region.

At this lev�l social systems consist of patterns that

continue t o pers ist and do not require specific persons to be

part o f the system. At the second level, � social system may be

seen as concrete in which you have coo?erative social structures

such as church congregations� schools, and hospitals. It can

be show� that these organizations are comprised of persons who

inttJ.ract \-Jith members more than with nonmember� when fu11ctiu11 i r,:'.J
to achieve their objectives. They point out that the major

components o f this structure, value orientation , and locus of
social systems include:
1.
2.

Roles, or that which is expected of individuals in given

situations.

Status, or the ranking given individuals, based upon

the consensus of members as to what traits and qualities
are to be rated high or low.

3. Au!::hority, or the right and power of individuals to in
4.

fluence oi:hers.

Rights, or .:·1e immunity from authority, and duties , or

the required obedience to authority and the requirements
associated \'.'ith the indivi dual's role.

292536
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5.

Ends and objectives, or those changes which members of
the system expect to accomplish through the operation

6.
7.

of the system.

Norms, or the rules which govern the appli cation of means

in the accompl ishment of the ends.

Territoriality, or the locus and space re quirements
of a social system.

The Community as a Social System
The components discussed above become more clear and realistic

when they are applied to a specific socia1 system. The Loomis and
Beegle approach brings the social system concept to the concrete

level and makes �he social system 1110<.lel a µplicablE! to loi.;a'j c.um

munity o�ganizations and institutions, particularly when there

is the additional emphasis on interaction of the member units.

Such a system is operative and viable as long as the units remain

in a systemic relationship.

Loomis ( 1960: 31 , 32) has called this

systemic relationship " boundary maintenance," which he defines

as "the process whereby the identity of the socia 1 sys tern is pre
served and the characteristic interaction pai:tern maintained. "

These boundaries may be physical, such as zoning restriction ,
or they may be social. such as vai�iant life styles.

The major systems in a given conmunity are linked to each

other as well as to the systems outside the community.

Systemic

linkage, according to Loomis is •the process whereby one or more
of the elements of at least two social systems is articulated in
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such a manner that the two systems in some ways and on some

occasions may be vie·,,ed as a single unit. Sanders (1966: 181-183)

states that there are at least five points at which systems are
so joined as to appear to act as one, namely, in ideological

corrmitment, personnel, program, finances, and combined linkages.
B y combined linkages he meant a n interweaving of several of the
previous four poi nts.

Oobrir.er (1969:208) gives further credence to the theoretical

assumption that human society is a system of mutually interrelated

and functionally interdependent groups. This interdependentness
and interrelatedn ess is shared analytically by society and

communit.:,.

Th� $�Ciety 1 $ "ar. abstract concept o-f fur.ctinprl

autonomy as a total system of relationships" (Oobriner, 1969:

166), whereas the corrmunity approximates the empirical in that

it can be observed in operation.

Sanders (1966: 19) recommends that the sociological study of

the community concentrate on the social relationships which are

patterned into groups and larger social systems. In other words,
research on the corr�unity shouid utilize the systemic approach.
Social relationships are not random expressions of human

activity, but are part and parcel of the systemic arrangement of

the social units in a given geographic area that we designate as

the "community. 11 The corranunity is a social system. In fact,

Inke1es (Sanders, 1966:19) defines sociology as the study of the

9
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structures and the functioning of social systems, that is, relatively
enduring systems of action shared by groups of people, large or

sma1 1

A feature in using the social system approach to corrrnunity

study is the focus on social relationships and interaction. This

focus makes such matters as demographic, cultural, ecological,

temporal, and personality factors a part of the total environment
in �Jhich the community operates as a social system.

The community as a social system is part of complex environ

menta 1 factors as wel 1 as being affected by them. Together these
Sanders

factors become the setting of the community system.

( 1 966 : 25) schematica1 iy presented th�se "sett ·ing:) 11 as fo1 1 o·,-,, s:

Persona 1i ty
Culture

THE
SOCIAL SYSTEM

- - Present

Ecology

...

Demography

/1

I 1 1 us tration: The Setting of the Corrmuni ty System.
Sanders, 1 966 : 2 6 ) .

"Time - past.

(Source :

�

,
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Any soci a1 system has some connection to the p 1 ace where i ts
members reside and functi on.

A major factor, therefore, i n the

setti ng of the social system is ecol ogy.

For any corranunity

(social system) under investi gation, it is necessary to examine

how the people adjust to thei r natural resources, the cli mate,

and the topographi cal features.

The demographic factor is also i mportant i n that a community

i s an aggregate of persons in all stages of the l i fe cycle com

prising di verse groups which ha·1e the technologi cal skills arid

knowlecge to sustain life. Th8 c-:imr:iunity continues to experi ence

dynamic changes i n terms of n_umbers, age composi tion, and sex
rat�os of i t� co�s tit�cnts.

A thi rd factor i s culture.

Knowledge of culture is essential

to i nterpret the component parts of the social system.

Personal i ty development and personal i ty type are other factors

i n the setti ng. Each community is composed of persons sociali zed
i n the ways of the conmunity and moti vated to be predi ctable
part ici pants i n community li fe.

attitude and behavior.

as norms and values.

Thi s sociali zat ion i n cludes both

Attitudes are acquired i n a simi lar manner

The fifth factor in the setting i s time. The past g i ves

perspective to present behavior. The past and the present provide

the dynamic qualities necessary to assess change.

These setting factors help the researcher to recogni ze the

corrrnunity as a social system which does not exist i n o vacuum.
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It is part of, and affected by, a number of environmental
factors.

The Components of the Community
Any system has parts.

In the case o f a social system, the

patterns of interaction are the parts.

This means that a social

system i s dynamic and changing. HowE:ver, it is possible to
11

freeze 11 a socia 1 system in time in order to ana 1 yze its structure.

In this manner it is possible to note the components. In other
words, the dyr.ar,1ic aspect !l'.ay be stopped so that structure may

be examined.

These components are analytic concepts so the

researcher may select the ones he wants to utilize.
The

CDHIPU:1Lllt5

of a c.orrmu ni ty,

31 - 37 ) , wil l be briefly presented.

ci�

outl ine:d by S0r1d2rs

n %G:

These: components are recognized

as related to one another. In combination they are somewhat like

a s ocial map which may be consulted as u guide with the realization

that any given point of concentration is related to all other parts

of the map. Th� components, ranging from the individual to the

major system follow.
1.

The Individual: The individual is a social product and

a social producer.

He is socialized by the society and becomes

part of the socialization process of others.
2.

The Social Relationship: Some of the salient charac

teristics of groups dnd subsystems can be meaningfully examined
from the social rel ationship perspective by noting the bonds

betwe�n interacting persons. Each person in the relationship
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has a status relative to the others. He acts according to the
role expectations accompanying that status.

Social attitudes and

values affect the rank ing of status, and social norms set the
limits within which roles mu st be pl�yed.
3.

The Social Group: The social group as a component of

a social system may vary greatly in type and size, from infonnal

cliques to fonnal organizations. It is in social groups that much

of the time and energy of individuals is consumed.

social groups things get accomplished or neglected.

life is group life.

Largely through
Community

A variety of studies (Selvin and Hagstr-orn

1963, Ryan 1952, Smith, et al., 1954, Dotson 1951, Bushee 1945,

Komarovski 1946 , Warner 1941, and Wright 1 958) show that numerous

aspects of group life are affected by the statuses that their members

hold in the community. This means each group has a niche relative
to other similar groups in the corrrnunity, and the conmunity con
stitutes part or all of the group's e nvironment.

The canmunity

as a social system is affected by what occurs in groups as well

as by the type of interaction among groups within the community.
4.

The Social Grouping:

The social group concept is largely

restricted to those in direct social contact.

The term "social

grouping" applies to those who have similar characteristics but
do not interact on a face-to-face basis.

Their similar charac

teristics allow these persons to be grouped in certain categories.

When categories can be studied statistically it is possible to show
the asscciation between several of these groupings.
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5.

T he Subsystem: Social groups tend to become tied together

in interrelated social networks to satisfy various needs of man.

These n et\·1orks of social groups are designated as subsysterr.s. It
is useful to identify these subsystems in the larger society and

then determine whether their local counterparts exist in the
community.
6.

Major Social Systems: The major social system component

is a convenient way of grouping the subsystems together in

functional contexts .

For example, the professions, industry,

agriculture, and banking may all be grouped together in the

"economy. 11 So when the economy is described references are made

to the i n terrclat ion::,hip:; o f these subsystems.

Each major system

interacts with the other major systems, and each major system

is made up of constituent subsystems which in turn have an impact
on the welfare of the community.

Sanders (1966:36) states that cataloging the components of

a community syste':'n provides a basis for classifying and describing

most of the social units in the community. If a particular unit
in the system is studied (such as an industrial plant) it is

useful to realize it has constituent parts, and is a component of

the larger unit.

His conceptual scheme has been generated from

social systems theory which provides the fram��ork for this

dissertation.

Some of th� conponents discussed above are concrete and can

actually be seen while others must be inferred from the behavior
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of people and their groups.

For example, it is impossible at one

time or place to see an economy, however, one can see human behavipr
which is associated \'Iith a major system such as an economy, or

it is possible to observe directly an individual, a social relation

ship, or a social group.

The conceptual model by Sanders affords the researcher an

approach to data gathering and the searching for order �mong them.
Sanders used this model in his analysis of the community as a system

of social interaction.

His application of the conceptual model

in examining concrete community data leads him to abstract relevant
facts from the full gamut of phenomena, and to report them in special

Wf4y<:.. This model i-; useful in this rP.sf'arch project by providing

the framework in which attitudes toward community services can

be examined as affected by a variety of socio-demographic variables.
Social Bases of Attitudes

In summary of the above section , one can state that a community

is part of a larger system, the society. It is not a static system.
It is influenced by what transpires outside its boundaries.

The

appl ication of the "social system" concept implies movement and
operation in \.,rhich c:djustment and change are part of life.

That

which transpires w i thin its boundaries must al so be taken into
account.

The community is made up of individuals, it is made by

� ndividuals , and may be re��de aPd altered by individuals.

Both

the behavior and the attitudes of the individuals are involved

in this process.
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Rose (1965:17) defined attitudes as "tendencies to act. ff

These tendencies to act are acquired in the socialization process. ·
The socialization proce$S is operative in the social environment.
The tendencies to act, therefore, are the products of the social

environment.

This dissertation utilizes attitudes toward corrrnuni ty services

as the dependent variable. Attitudes are responsive to changes in

the relationships within an organization , and are affected by these
reiationships.

The individual encounters the culture at the local community

level.

It i s at this level that he also encounters the society

v i a its !:ociel systons. The individual' s induction into societal

systerrs and his acquisition of appropriate attitudes and behavior

patterns are molded at the local community level. This "molding"

equips the individual to become compatible with societal ways, to

carry on those ways, and to develop them further.

Halloran (1967:29) states that a survey of research on

attitudes indicates the main sources for them are :
1.
2.

Direct experience with the objects and situation s,
Explicit and implicit learning from others, and

3. Personality development.

It is a;Jp3rent that an analysis of attitude formation entails

the socialization process with particular reference to child

psychology and developmental psycho1ogy. The sociali zation process

tr.1nsforrns the child into an adult as he learns societal attitudes

and va1u<:s.
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Taking on appropriate attitudes tovrnrd other people, and

environmental objects is basic to sociai exist,nce.

HollaPder

{1971:196,197) states. that there are several functions of attitudes

in fulfilling the individual' s needs to achieve social identity and
reality.
l.

The four functions he cites are as follows:

The instrumental, adjustive. or utilitarian functi�n:

This function refers to the favorable responses an individual

achieves from others by evidencing acceptable attitudes. In this

light attitudes are rewarding because they yield social rewards.
2. The ego-de fensive function: This function permits the

individual to protect himsel f from acknowledging his deficiencies.
ror example, attitudEs of pr�judice hel� th2 1nd1 1idu�1 to m.in

tain his self-concept by continuing a sense of superiority over
others.

3.

The value-expressive function: This function al lows the

individual to openly express and acknov,ledge his commitments. The

reward is experiencing confirmation of the positive aspects in
his sel f concept.
4.

The knowledge function:

Knowledge represents the

cognitive component of attitudes which gives direction to experience.

Individuals desire a degree of predictability, consistency, and
stability in their perception of the world.

Hollander says it must be understood that these functions are

' interrelated.

A given attitude �ay accordingly serve several

functions simultaneously. He suggests that psychologicai needs
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m otivate the adopt ion a nd m a inte n a nc e of a n att itud e.

This

m ot ivation b as e f or att itud es is support ive of R ose' s defini tion
as 11 tc ndenci es t o act. 11 Thes e tendenc ies are acquired.

I n th i s research pr oject a set of s ever al s oc io-demogra phi c

vari abl es �11ill be analyzed as t o their relat ionsh ip t o att itudes
t ow ard c ommunity s ervi ces.

It has b een shown th at these att itud es

are in l arge p art f ormed w ith in the maj or i nstitutions of a

c ommunity.

It w il l be possi b l e t o assess the e ffect the i nd ependent

vari abl es h ave on these att itud es by uti l iz ing the s oc ial systems
framew ork.

CHAPTER THREE

,I nt roduct i o n

THE REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Even a cu r sory exam ination of th e resea rch l iteratu re rel ati·✓ e

t o th e c orrmur.i ty, attitude f orm a t io n, and t h e impact of soc io

demo gr aph ic vari ab 1 e s rwc,rides the b asis f or hypothesiz ing th at

a rel at ionsh ip ex ists bet;-,een the p reviou sly ment ioned vari ables
and attitude t ow ard c onmu ni ty services.

H oweve r, research wh ich

spec i f ic a l ly f ocuses on such rel ati onsh ips i s r are.

S ince th is

resea rch pr oject attempt s to expl ic ate su ch a rel ation s h ip , the

l iteratu re shedd ir. g some informat ion al l ight in t h i:; area -..,il 1 be
revi ewed.

i his resea rch pr ojec t inv:i lves attitudi nal research a!1 d

a nalysis.

I t h a s been stated in the previou s ch apter that uttitud e s

are soc ially der ived i n l arge p a rt w ith in one' s c on:r,unity.

Having

p reviou sly assessed th e soc ial b ases of att itu des, the fol l ow ing
review of li ter ature will rel ate t o certain soc io-dem ograph i c

variables which m ay b e related t o attitudes t ow a r d c ommu nity
services.

Thi s revi ew w ill p r ovide the c ontex t from whic h tes t�ble

hyp otheses c a n be derived.

The l iter atu re utii ized in establ i s h1ng

th e social systems theoretic al framework w a s al so revi e\-1ed in the

p receding c hapt e r .

Lan t z (1953: 36-39) i t1dicated th a t in h is study of a c oa1

m ining communi t.y h 0 found the deve1 opment of thi s i ndu stry i nfli cted
a type c-f ch ang� upo11 the cor.rnu n ity f or ...,h ich they had no
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preparat i o n .

Some of these changes were the new i ndustri a 1 economy ,

i ndustrial smoke, i ncreased tempo o f l i vi ng , the work routi ne, and
the b l ack and immigrant groups whi ch became symbol i c of a l l the
changes . . I t i s not possi b l e to preci sely predict the changes which
the Big Stone Lake area wi l l experience because of all the related
factors i n the coming of the power pl ant.

However, change certainly

i s anti c i p ated.
Age
A1 1 soci eti es recogni ze age as one of the bases for di fferen
tiation.

Di fferent rol es are assigned to the di fferent age groups.

These assi gnments may vary from one time to another, o r one place
to another, within the society.

Some d·i fferentiation by age may be physiologi �a1 l y necessary.

For exampl e , elderly p eo p l e and young chi l dren tend to be weaker
than those i n the i ntermedi ate years . Al so , chil dre n , l a cki ng ·

knowl edge, physical capab i l i ty, and experi ence, may find some

ac tiviti es hazardous even though the same may be safe for adults.
Some di fferent iati ons are soci ally and cultural l y deri ved.
For i nstance, cultures vary great ly i n the age at whi ch persons
move from the status of a chi l d to that of an adult.
i n put i n t�rms of these roles and rel ationships.

Age has important

I t i s a physical

qual i ty b�t primari l y defined in social and cultural tenns .
Lantz (1 958 : 253) found that feel i ng s of separation and
i solation are e!pec i a i l y existent among ol der persons .

They feel

that others do not rel at� wel l to them when they are o l d .

Lass\vel l
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(1 965:41 6 ) i ndicates an age-education rel ationshi p.

The o l der an

adu 1 t at a gi ven point i n time, the fewer years o f formal educatio n
h e i s l i kely to have completed.
Steeves ( 1 969:224-232) contends that many references are raade
to the peace fl! l and contented farmer i n contrast to the factory
worker who feel s a l i enated and dissatisfied with his lot.

Steeves

suggests a more adequate approach i s to l o o k at the degree o f
i ntegration i n each setting.

Older workers are more di ssati sfied

than either young or mi ddle-aged workers.

Thi s hol ds true whether

they \'/Ork on the fa rm or i n the factory.
Fortney, et a l . , ( 1 972:6) i n a report on attitudes of farm
operators i n e�stern South Dakota towilrds wetlands and watE>rfowi
production , fo ...1 �1d th.lt those below tne age 0f forty tended to have
the l east favorable attitude toward wetlands , and those forty to
fi fty- five had the most favo rabl e attitude.

In other words, the

Steeves and Fortney studies i ndi cate a rel a tionshi p of age to
attitude.
The sevcra1 sources above i ndi cate an association between

age and a � t i tudes toward others, work, and envi ronment.
are a l l decisiva e1 e,n�nts i n the commu nity system.

These

Therefore, i t

i s hypothesi zed that
T�ere i s a si gni ficant relationship between the age
of the �espo�d2nti and thefr atti tudes toward
c�r-1>.mity
.
s ervic;s.
Edt:cation
As c.u1 turi:: has become r-ore complex and extensive the l earning

prcc�ss i". c1 s a·ts: b�cc;;.t"? r,1ore ::.xter.sive rel ati ·1 e to time, effort,
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and attention.

The teaching task has become more specialized.

Persons are specifically trained for and perform certain tasks.

The aims of a school are expressed in the manifest functions

of education cited by Lundberg, et al. , ( 1968: 4 16-417):

1. To inculcate the values and the social nonns of the
society,

2. To add to the cultural heritage ,

3.

4.

To perpetuate the social heritage, and

To foster social solidarity.

To most Americans education means more than just socialization.

It means varied possible exposure to, and ability to use, special
techniqu('S c,nd kn0\<1ledge which enable them to achieve life: ;c.::. � �

more easily.

Lasswell (1965: 403) states that education is one

of the most important factors in determining the \<Jay an American

will live. It enhances his chances to achieve many of his life' s

goals.

Several research reports indicate an association between educa

tion and other social and cultural variables. MacKinnon and

Centers (1956:612-620) found that authoritarianism varied in

versely with the amount of formal education completed.

Steeves

(1969:224-232) noted that as the number of years o f formal education

increases the degree of dissatisfaction with one ' s corrrnunity

decreases.

Sanders (1966: 145) indicated that education i s positively

correlated to formal group memberships.

Lasswell (1965: 41 7)

..
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c i ted a New York Heral d-Tri bune survey which found a pos i t i ve
rel ationship between the number of years o f educati o n compl eted
and the number o f vi s i tc; to thP. dentists.

He al so i ndi cated that

the ol der an adu l t i s at the present time, the fewer years of

education he i s l i kely to have comp l eted.

The number of y�ars

of education compl eted i s a l so correl ated w i th occupational l evel .
Lasswel l ( 1 96 5 : 4 1 2 ) surm,arized some of the research findings
related to attitude�, values, occupational s tatus, and i ncome
status of the fami ly.

He found these are a cl uster o f i nter

related factors which have a profound impact on the educational
achi evement o f c h i l dren.
Fortney. et al . l ( 1 972 : 6 ) fc1Jnd somP vciri,:1tion i n the amount
of education and atti tudes toward wetlands by South Dakota farm
operators . Those with nine to twel ve years of formal education
were l east favorabl e towards wetlands, whi l e those wi th over
twel ve years of education were most favorabl e .
Thi s perusal of l i terature citing formal education and its
rel ationsh i p to attitudes, or social and cul tural variables which
may i nfluence atti tude formati o n , suggests a bas i s for hypothesizing
that
There i s a s·i g ni ficant relationship be t\'leen the formal
education o f the respondents and atti tudes tcward
co�muni ty services.
far1i ly Size

Such factors as social survival and general welfare are not

ordi rr:1ri1s important determi nants of i nd i v i dual atti tudes and
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behavior unless some of the more directly personal satisfactions
are related to them. The family is mainly dependent on these

direct personal satisfactions which are anticipated to derive

from, and usua1 1 y do derive from, intimate associations among
members of the family.

Lundberg (1968:295-299) indicated that

among the several functions of the family are such things as the
care and train ing of children, the provision of role models from
the division of labor, and primary group satisfactions.

In all

three of these functions inter-societal variances are great.

These functions may vary within a given society as well. This
variation is dependent upon a variety of reasons, one of which

i s famil y size.

It can readily be seen th�t the carP. nnd training

of children may be quite different in amount and type in a family
of ten compared to a family of four.

A similar observation can

be made in terms of role models for the attitudes, beliefs, and

manners the children can assume as adults.

Children can provide, as well as receive, primary group

experiences in the family relationship. These may be exhilarating
and satisfying, or they may be trying experiences.

Such primary

g,oup relationships also vary according to family size.

Christensen and Johnson (1971:424) indicate that the more children

there are in a family, and the closer they are to one another

in age, the less intense and frequent is the parent-child interaction .
A basic sociological pri nciple states that the size of an

association affects its structure, and its members' behavior.
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A similar statement can be made concerning the attitudes of
members as well.

Blood (1972: 389) states that increased numbers of children

weaken the parent-child relationship and so reduce the parents

ability to socialize them. In tenns of social solidarity Locrnis
and Beegle (1950: 70) contended that the size of the family is

significantly a part of placing families en the solidarity versus

antagonism continuum.

The large families tended to be closer to

the solidarity end of the continuum .

McKai n and Whetten (1936:20-28) cite a study of Connectic :.Jt

famil ies in which there was a high correlation between family

size: and homogene·; t,y as mea�ured by ti1e similar�ty of the spou:�s

with reference to place of birth, national origin , age difference ,
religious affiliation , and educational status.

Blood (1972:391) cites a study by Oouvan and Adelson in

which they found that adolescents from small families felt closer

to their parents, and identified more with them. They spent more

of their leisure time with them, turned to them more often for

advi ce , and used them more often as confidants. In larger families
these signs of close parent-child relations were diminished or

missing.

Instead of relying on their parents , teenagers from larger

families relied on their peers. Their attitudes toward their parents

were a mixture of dependency and resentment.

aspiration and poorer attain�ent.

Result: lower

Many researchers have signified a relationship between family

sizE and social class. Most assume the lower class family is
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relatively large and mother-centered.

Parsons ( Anshen, 1959: 251)

indicates the mother is usually the psychological and economic

center of the family and remains the security symbol for most members

for the rest of their lives. Middle class families are more

child-centered and matriarchal according to Lass\.'1ell (1965: 287).

Upper class families are patriarchal and father centered.

Bossard and Sanger (1952: 3-9) found the larger the family

the more authoritarian the power structure appears to be. The

larger the family the more the group is emphasized over the individ1.Jal,

and the more important siblings become in personality development.
Bogue (1959:314) states that education is a major factor in

fertility.

He says it may or may not be associated with a structured

and high plane of 1 ivi ng.

An inverse relationship exists betw��n

the number of children born and the number of years of education
completed by the mot her.

Hogan (1970:3) found the second reason (second to availability

of jobs in the state) for young people staying in the state of
South Dakota was family related, namely, that father, mother,

siblings, etc. , live there.

Summarily, the literature revie�ed had no direct reference

to family size and its relation to attitudes toward community.

However, some relati onships were cited between family size and

social variables which imo i nge on attitude formation and/or
attftude toward corn·unity.

Some of these relationships were

between f� 1i l y size and family relations, degree of socialization,
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social class, education of parents , power structure, and fami l i al
sol idarity.

On thi s basis it i s hypothesi zed that

There i s a significant rel ationshi p between fami ly
size and atti tudes toward communi ty servi ces.
Length of Residence
Ame ricans are a nati on of movers.

I n tot�l numbers approximately

twenty per cent change their place of residence every year. The
research l i terature i ndicates a relationship between geographi c
mobi i i ty and a l i enation, anomi e, and the decrease i n strength of
soc i a l p ressures toward conformi ty.

I t may be i nferred from these

findings that resi denti al stabi l i ty may be associated with greater
conformi ty and commi tment to the c ommuni ty .
Rose ( 1 967:423) states that i t takes time to become a part
of the c ommuni ty and have the opportunity to become i nvolved i n
vol untary associations. These kinds of associations often g i ve
i nd i vidual s a fee l i ng of identification.

The stranger i s classl ess,

as is the newcomer (B ierstedt, 1 970:453).
Prestige is attached to duration of residence whether it be
i n a c ommu n i ty , members on an athletic team, o r students at a col l ege.

New members must a b ide by the norms more strictly than l ong-time
members.

The boundaries of tol erance are d rawn more tightly for

the rooki e than for the older members who may be given more "rope"
i n experimenting with the �orr:,J o r making recommendations for
changes i n them.

Communi ty i nvolvement signifies certain attitudes toward

the c ommuni ty as shown by the l i terature reviewed. On thi s bas i s
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i t i s hypothesi zed that
There i s a si gnificant rel ationship between l ength o f
rC'si dence i n the community and atti tudes toward community
services.
Orgenizational Parti cipation
Human bei ngs are a social spec i es .

Each i ndi vidual acquires

his personal i ty by participating i n groups.

I t i s natural for

him to express the interests he has developed by continuing to
part i c i pate i n groups.

Gordon and Babchuk ( 1 959:22-29) suggest that most groups and

associ ations can be di fferentiated by the proportion of thei r

acti vi ty which i s 11 consummatory 11 ( engaged i n for i ts O\'m sake o r
for p l easure) and the proportion that i s 11 i nstrurnentai !I ( engc19ed
i n as a means to some future goa l ) .

These ki nds of associ at1ons

are referred to as voluntary associ ati ons because the i ndi vidual

has a choice to belong o r not to belong.

Vol untary associations are an important part of most peop l e ' s
l ives.

Fi n d i ng s i ndicate that higll rates of partici pc:ti on characteri ze

the upper i ncome grou�s . the more highly educated , and the res idents

of high status commu niti es (Horton and Hunt, 1968 : 1 75 ) .

Warner ( 1 949: 1 1 5) found i n h i s study of Jonesvi l l e that
there was l es s social club participation i n the l ower than in
the upper classes.

Service clubs were l ooked upon by many members

as a means o f gaitiing pe:-sonal profit and prestige i n the community.
The Lynds ( 1 956 :285) found members of the business cl a�s i n Munc i e ,

I�d i�na , much more l i kely to belong to c l ubs and l odges than members
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Vidich and Bensman (1958:78) reported differential emphases

given to several variables in life styles. Increasing emphasis

was placed on social activities, particularly as they related to
social class.

White (1955: 150) found that church attendance and the use of

community chest services were largely lower-lower class activities.
Library use had a direct correlation with social i:lass status.

White concluded that there exists a correlation between particular

social class membership and the choice of particular leisure time
activities.

Sanders (1966 : 145) states that a general societal impression
exi:. ts c,f a rel&tio:iship bet1-.reen high.;r income and greater p!"'ot>a
b"ility o·f membership i n formal organizations as well as
involvement in those organizations.

more

active

Education was also shown by

Sanders to be correlated with formal organization membership.

Fortney, et al. , (1972:8) cited a correlation between attitudes

toward wetlands and participation in wetlands programs.

Copp

(1965:8) four.d a general trend of more participation in community

organizations over a period of time from 1937 to 1960. A sharp

increase occu rred in participation in activities outside the local
conmunity over the same period of time.

Copp' s study invol ved

a rural Pennsylvania conmunity which was surveyed at three different

points in time, namely, 1937, 1949 , and 1960.

Rose (1967:423) suggests that most organizations function

cohesively for the society and mini mize the disintegrating effects

_J
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of conflict.

They provide a means of satisfying the interests of

many citizens. Horton and Hunt (1968 :174) noted that most of the
welfare functi9ns in modern society developed in voluntary

organizations.

Olsen (1958:119) states that operationally organizations

function as controlling agents in the socialization process of an

individual .

They are involved in forming and modifying the

individual' s attitudes.

The review of literature relative to organizational partic-

ipation pro v i des the base5 for the hypothesis that

There is a significant relationship between participation
in community o rganizations and attitudes toward com:r.unity se rv� ces.

Leve 1 of. Livi ng

Numerous research projects have utilized household poss€ssions

as a criterion to assess social class, levels of living , and

stratification levels.

One of the earliest attempts to estimate social class based

upon home fu rnishings was by J. Harold Williams, in "A Guide to

the Grading of Homes, " published in 1918.

Chapin (1935:375) has

developed a scale that has received voluminous usage.

He used

items found in the family living room as the scale items.

He

used the living room furn·; shings because the living room \-1as the
center of familial interaction. He fel t this room was quite

indicative o f the socioeconomic status of the family.

T he lit�rature perused above has not directly provided infor

mation relative to a relationship between level of living and
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att itudes t oward c ommunity.

It has shown t hat the l eve1 of l iv ing

i s c orrel ated w ith oth e r soc ial and cul tural characteri sti c s that
do reflect differential att itud es.

Hence, it is hy pothes ize d that

There is a s ignif ic ant relatic"sh ip b etwee n l evel of
l i ving reflected by househ old p ossessi on s and at titu des
t oward co mrnun ity s ervic es.

Kno1.'ll edge

K1cwleds e i s often c orrtl ated w it h educat� o n.

/a. mer ican s e duc ati o n means much

rrt0 }"e

To most

than just soc ial iz at ion .

I t means acces s t o s pec ial k nowledge dnd tech niques which w il l
enab l e th:? perso n to ach ieve h� !: yoal s � n 1 i fe mo re ea5 i : y and
enjoyably.

Gou·1 dri�r {" 1 97Ll:493 ) states that kn0wiecige i s awareness , i.;e..:au5e

it has no ex istence ap art from the ;1erson 1 s express ion of it.

It

is a n att r ibute of persons, and i s infl uen!:ed by the location of

these pe rs ons \'l ith in the soc ial structure.

A culture may assi s t

or h inder in attainir!g awareness (k nowl edge).

a relat ionshi p between persons and infor mat ion.
att itud'5s of pers ons towa r d inf onnati on.

"Awareness i :-i v olves
It tu�ns on the

It i s r�lated t o p ersons'

ab il i t ies to hold and us e infor mation" (Gou1 d:1E:r, 1 970:494).

G r os s (Lazarsfei d , 1 967: 304-31 0) states t hat t he very fact

an i ndivi dual has a n att itude t oward somethi ng indi cates h e h as

s ome kn ow l e dge of it, or stated anothe r way, a perso n' s knowl edge
of someth ing p roduc es an atti tude t oward it.

A ny i ncrease i n

k nowl edg e ab out anyth ing may mod ify the att i tude toward it.

---

- --

-

--- -
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Based o n the theory of knowledge revi e\'1ed above, i t i s
hypothesized that
There i s a significant relati onship between knowledge of the
power plant and atti tudes toward corrrnu�ity S E:t·vices .
Religious Affi l i ation
Much of what was earl ier s tated about organi zational partic
ipati on may also be stated about rel i g ious affil i ation.

Oemerath

(1 969 : 28 ) c i tes Emi l e Durkheim as saying that the consequences

of rel i gion i ncl ude group cohesion. The i ndi viduai acti vity of
bel i evi ng and practici ng rel i gi on i s a response to d emands of the
group.

Thus rel i gi o n i s social i n ori gi n .

I n fact, so cial cohesion

i s the �ource of rel i g ious sentiment.

Rel i g ious affi l i ation has been shown by several wri ters as

related to other social and cul tural vari ables. Bogue ( 1 959 :

3 1 4 ) conducted a special tabul ation o f survey materi als from

the National Opi n io n Research Center. He computed the percentage
of heads of households i n each denomination who had more than a
high school educati on, as well as the modal number o f years of
fonnal educ ation in each denomi national grouping.

He found a

correlati o n between rel igious affi l i ati o n and educational l evel .
Protestants tended to have a hi gher educati o n l evel than Catho l i cs .
However , Lutherans and Baptists tended to have l ower l evel s than

Cathol i cs.

Both West ( 1 94 5 : 1 30) and Gal l aher ( 1 961 : 2 1 4 ) reported that

the churches � n P l a i nvi l l e formed a social h i erarchy.

-- -

--

- -

-.

The Christian

-

--

.

u
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Church was highest in the renking , the Methodist Church was next,

followed by the Baptist Church, and the Holiness Church of God

was lowest.

Gallaher pointed out that cultural and social class

differences exist among the church memberships.

This phenomenon

is illustrated by the fact that Methodists , Christians, and Baptists
attached the highest value to education , took the greatest interest

in the local school , and provided the leadership in agricultural

organizations, social organizations and other community affairs.
Similar findings were reported by Hollingshead (1949:5490) in

Elmtown and Warner (1949: Chapter 10) in Jonesville.

Elmtown and

Jonesville are pseudonyms for the same city, namely, Morris, Illinois.
Horton and Hunt (1968:175) similariy indicate that Protestants

have a higher rate of participation in voluntary organizations
than Catholics. Bierstedt (1970: 455-456) also stated that

nationally Congregationalists and Presbyterians rank higher than

Methodists , who in turn rank higher than Baptists.

He states it

is doubtful if an Irish Catholic could ever be a "Proper
Bostonian" even if he were a multimill ionaire.

Kinneman (1947:298) suggests that organized religion exerts

a major influence on the person. The church is referred to as a

fellowship , and as such it is an agency for sharing aspirations ,
tastes, standards , and ideals.

The review of literature indicates that religion makes an

i�pact on a person ' s way of life relative to aspirations, tastes ,

standard s , and ideals. It is , therefore , hypothesized that
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There is a significant relationship between religious
affiliation and attitudes toward community services.

Community Identification

The section of this dissertation on the theoretical framework
pointed out that interrelationships exist between local units
and the larger society. These relationships tend to be quite

strong.

Ho\'1ever , from the practical point of view, n o local unit

can continue to function for any length of time without taking into

accou nt its local relationships, regardl ess of how strongly it may

be related to the larger society.

In fact, the community system

is based on local unit relationships.

Warren ( 1972:269) noted that it is possible to locate a

structural interaction at the local level which displays the

characteristics of a social system. In examining the relationship

of local units to each other it can be seen that a great variety
of specific units operate at the local level, such as churches,

stores, individual self-employed p rofessionals, business companies ,
fraternal organizations , and governmental bureaus. One aspect

of this local structural interrelationship is geographic. There

are two distinguishable areas to the geographic factor: the area

which is served, and the area of local symbiotic dependence.

These

areas tend to coincide, although the area of service may sometimes

be larger. For example, a museum may serve an entire region but

its area of lccal dependence may be considerabl y smaller, con

stituting the area within which its employees live, ar.d from
which it receives its electricity, fuel , protection , etc.
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Warren ( 1 97 2 : 286- 293) noted further a variety of ways in

which the individual identifies with, and comes under the control
of, the cowmunity system. They are summarized a s follow5:
1.

2.

Government: Local government exercises controls through

ordinances regulating individual behavior.

Coordinating Units: The Chamber of Commerce, Board of

Education, City Council, Council of Churches, and the

Welfare Council are all examples of local organizations

3.

which exercise considerable power.
Civic Associations:

Nonpartisan civic associations

which emphasize such things as conmunity deveioprnent

and improvernent exerc:i se infi uence througn their spec 1 al
knowledge, access to po\'1er figures, and ability to

conduct campaigns. While their influence may not be

decisive directly, their presence is often an important

factor in evaluating alternatives by such local units
as 1 abor unior.s, governmenta 1 offices, or business

4.

corpora ti ans.

Community Power Structure: This may be the most important

instrument in bringing to bear local community considerations

on specific community units. All corrmunity studies indicate

the existence of concentrations of power in decision

making. In this way the interests of the broad corrmunity

can be brought to bear on any local unit.
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5.

Market Behavi or: The i ndi vi dua 1 "market" reaction of
community people, as they appraise the l ocal uni ts, i s
a form of control .

Indi vi dua 1 decisio ns to buy or to

,-1ork may be vi tal to the l ocal uni t .
6.

Communi cations Media· The communi ty pres s , rad i o , and
televi s i on comprise a fo cus of control to which many
l ocal uni ts are sensitive as they pursue thei r own goal s .
The flow of advertising from business establ i shments

through the med i a further i nfluences i nd i vidua l s toward
thei r community.
These si x factors are not exhau stive nor mutual ly exclusive.
They do , however, point out the i nterdepenr.lence of 1 oca.l uni ts
a nd thei r reci procal contro l s and i nfluences. The l i terature

revi ewed thus far i ndi cates that community identifi cation i s closely
related to organizational parti c i pation.
Sewel l and Orenstein ( 1 96 5 : 1 55-163) studi ed a group of

Wi sconsi n High School seniors and found a relationshi p between

occupational selection and communi ty s i ze. They fou nd a positive
relations h i p between the choice of high status occupations and
s i ze of home community. Tht:!y control l ed for sex, i ntel l i gence,
and socio economi c status.

Vi dich and Bensman ( 1 960:20-23) saw i ndi cations i n Spri ngdal e

which remi nded them of a l arge fami l y groupin0.
of Springd a l e tended to thi nk a l i ke .

Tbe resi dents
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The literature revie\-1ed above, and the application of social

systems theory, fonn the basis for the hypothesis that

There is a significant rel ationship between corrrnunity
identification and attitudes toward community services.

Income

Income is closely related to several of the variables reviewed

in the l iterature above. Taylor (1964:426) states that the level

of living of farm operators is directly associated with their
income.

Lasswel l ( 1965:384) shows a positive correlation between

median income and the years of formal education completed. Sanders
(1966:145) declared that higher income is associated with a greater

probability of membership in formal organizations, and a higher

degree of participation in them.

Numerous authors have indicated that income or wealth, as

difficult a s they may be to define, appear commonly used as criteria
in assessing social class placement.

Fortney , et al., (1972: 6 ) did not find a high degree of variation

when income was compared to attitude cormiitments in the study of

South Dakota fann operators toward wetlands. Steeves ( 1969:224-232)

found that income serves to reduce dissatisfactions \'lith conmunity

regartlless of the work context involved.

Very little reported research exists in the area of income

and attitude develcpment or change. The limited sources cited

above do, ho\'1ever, provide a base from which to hypothesize that
There is a si"nificant relationship between the fami ly
i ncome of the respondents and their attitudes toward
community services.
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Occupation
For most persons a community is the place where they enter

the l abor force and continue to function in it. The larger and
more complex the community, the greater the division of l abor,
or differentiation of jobs.

Emile Durkheim developed the concept

"Divi sion of Labor. " He stated that in societies with minimal

division of labor a solidarity exists which comes from a single

set of values and human patterns.

With greater division of labor

comes greater interdependence of the parts.

The people are held

together, not so much by a single set of values, as by their mutual

interdependence in the whole system.

Some tasks in a social system carry more prestige and are

taken over by these in the upper statuses \· 1ho have greater pO\>ter.

Other tasks vthich are considered 11 i11ferior 11 are left to be performed
by those having the 1east. advantages.

As an individual enters the labor force, the quality of his

work, his satisfaction with the work, and his social mobility up

and down the occupational ladder become important to the community.
Nelson, et al., (1960:212) states that they have a basis, from

community structure research, to genera1ize that "appropriate
occupational choice influences an individual's relationship

to the community, but this may be influenced by many nonrational

factors. " They also point out (153) that occupation is not

naturally a ranLed variable, but it is ranked only as the other

dimensions infl uence the classification.

Alba Edwards (!,elson,
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et al., 1960: 153) developed one of the most u seful classifications
based on income, the amount of skill required, and the amount
of education held by members of each occupation.

Lasswell (1965:447-451) indicates some of the concomitants

of occupation:

1. Mortality Rates:

2.

3.
4.

As the occupational status classification

decreases the death rate increases .
Birth Rates:

As occupational status classification de

creases the birth rate increase s. Occupation appears to
be more closely related to birth rates than income.
Residential Area: There is a relationship between

occupation and residential area.

Suicides: Thete is a relationship between occupation

and suicide rates.

Suicide rates are high for professional

and unski11ed personne 1 , and 1 ower for those in betwe9n .

5 . Mate Selection:
6.

Persons tend to marry into occupationa 1

levels near their own.

Leisure Time: When the North-Hatt continuum is divided

into four categories of occupations leisure time activities

for those thus categorized are different.

The highest

category of persons most frequently attend plays, concerts,

lectures, play bridge, and do community service work,

while those in the lowest category most frequently watch

television, fish, play poker, go driving, and attend
baseboil games.
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7.

Educationa 1 and Occupationa 1 Aspirations: The higher

the occupation of the parents, the more likely the

students will have high educational and occupational

aspi rations.

The li terature reviewed abov� indicated a relationship between

occupation and comnitment to community.

hypothe5ized that

It is, therefore,

There is a significant relationship between the
occupations of the respondents and their attitudes
toward colTiliu n_ity s1=rvices.

Ownership of L ke�ide Prooerty

This va riable is mo re unique to this particular study than

any of the others discussed above. Very little research is available
on property ownership and its relationship to attitude formation

and/o r development. The same 1 iterature can be cited here as \'/as
reviewed in the discussion of level of living. The ownership of

lakeside property on Big Stone Lake involves a considerable financial

investment. This in and of itself serves as a basis of selectivity.
It has already been indicated that the higher the social class

the w� re 1 i kely the pe rson is to have access to scarce consumption

goods.

Tho. stein Veblen (Coser and Rosenberg, 1969: 393) called

thi s '' conspic uous consumption. 11

Several researchers have attempted to assess social class

level according to types of homes and their location.

When the

neighborhoods and dwelling areas were also taken into account this

va riable was a sati sfactory va riable in the assessment of social
class placement.
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In the review of literature above it has been shown that a

relationship exists between level of living and several other
socio-demographic variables.

It is, therefore, hypothesized that

There is a significant relationship bet�een ownership
of lakeside property by the respondents and attitude toward
community services

Magazine and Newspaper Subscriptions

It i s assumed that a subscription to a printed medium is

followed by at least partial consumption of it. Based on this

assumption one can cite a relationship between this variable and the

knowledge variable. Writer$ generally agree that there are
differences in the consumption of �ass media material.

The Lynds ( 1 956:240) noted that some types of pE:rioMicals

were subscribed to exclusively by the business and professional

class while others were exclusively subscribed to by the working
class.

Hodges ( 1 964 : 1 61 , 1 62 ) concludes from his study of Penninsula

People that reading is largely a white collar pastime. The higher
one's class level the more books and magazines he reads.

He also

noted different patterns of television viewing by social class

placement.

The higher the social class the fewer number of minutes

per day one spends in television viewing.

Hollingshead (1 949 : 308) found Elmtowners' book borrowing

practices \•1ere class related.

Lasswell (1 965: 240) mentions a

study conducted in Sandusky, Ohio, in which only seven per cent of

the highest socioeconomic group did not read magazines, while
thirty-five per cent of the l owest group did not. Eighty-two
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per cent of those i n the lowest sJcia1 class groupin9 read one

book or l ess per month whi l e only fi fty-ni ne per cent of those i n
the highest social class had the same record . Lasswel l (1 96 5 : 240)
referred to another study o f women readers i n whi ch the most

prosperous tended to read 11Time 11 magazi ne i nstead of 11 True Confessi on , 11
whi l e the opposite pattern held true for the economically dis
advantaged .

It i s g enerally understood that mass media are an i nfiuential

part of the socialJzation process i n our society. Much of what
i s l earned i nvol ves the printed page.

The impact of wri tten

conmuni cati on o n the development of atti tudes i s apparent.

Even

ti�ugh l i terature i s not avai lable that c i tes the relationship
of the pri nted page to atti tudes toward community, i t i s sub
stantiated that di fferential reading patterns exi st, and mass

media are a si gnificant part of the soci al i zation process withi n
whi c h attitudes are formed.

It i s , therefore , hypo thesi zed that

There i s a signi ficant rel ations hip between the number
of magazi ne and newspaper subscriptions owned by the
respondents and thei r atti tudes toward corrrnunity services.

Sunnary and State-ent of Hvpotheses

The preceding review of l i terature has provided that reservo i r

out o f whi ch a set of variables have been extracted to become the
i ndependent variables i n this research proj ect.

The i r relati onship

to the dependent vari able, attitudes toward conmuni ty ser-,i ces,

Ni l l be assessed i n the fol l owing study o f Big Stone Lake area
residents.

•
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The review of iiterature has, in most instances, provided

a direct basis for testable hypotheses. In some cases, such as

family size, previous research relating this variable with attitudes
toward comnunity was nonexistent.

However, research was cited

which substantiated a relationship of the variable to other variables
that impinge on attitude formation. Therefore , by inference bases

for the additional hypotheses were signified.

This research project will be guided b y the following

hypotheses:

General Hyoothesis:

There is a significant relationship between the selected set

of soc i o-de,,;oyrc:f.Jhic variai)ies and attitude� towa r d -.:oi wriurYi ty
scr�i ces .

Sub-hypotheses:
1.

There is a significant relationship between the age of·

2.

There is a significant r�lationship between the years

the respondents and attitudes toward comnunity services .

of formal education completed by the respondents and attitudes

toward co�m� �ity services.
3.

There is a significant relationship between family size

t.

Th�re is a sigr.ificcnt re1 �tionshi p between length of

and attitud�s toward community services.

re�idence in the comnunity and attitudes toward community services.
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5.

There is a significant relationship between participation

6.

There is a significant relationship between level of

7.

There is a significant re1ationship between level of knowledge

in co1M1u nity organizations and attitudes toward comnu nity services�
l iving and attitudes toward community services.
and attitudes toward community services.

8. There is a significant relationship between religious

aff i liation and attitudes toward community services.
9.

There is a significant relationship bet\·teen community

i dentification and attitudes toward cor!lTlur.ity services.

1 0. There is a significant relationship between income and

attitudes -coward commun i ty se, v h :es.

1 1 . . There is a significant relationship batween occupation

and attitudes toward comnunity services.
1 2.

There is a significant relationship between ownership of

1 3.

There is a significant relationship between the number of

lakeside property and attitudes toward comnunity services.

magazine and newspaper subscriptions and attitudes toward community

services.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE SETTING FOR THIS STUDY
I ntroduction
Any commun i ty does not exi st i n i sol ation .

I t i s part of,

and i nfl uenced by, a vari ety of complex factors which uni tedly
can be desig nated as i ts setting. The setting factors for a
soc ial system a pproach to commun i ty study have been presented in
chapter two.
A bri ef description of the area under i nvestigation wi l l be
presented i n this section.

The theoret i cal and conceptual materia1s

presented thus far have a i ded in the devel opment of an organ i z i ng
i mage of the phenomenon under i nvestigation . The theoretical and
conceptual framework provides the questions to be asked at the
empi rical l evel .

Below i s the descri ption of the commun i ty setti ng

i n which answers to the research questions wil l be sought.
The History
The geographic area which becomes the l ocal e for thi s research

surrounds the southern tip of Big Stone Lake. B i g Stone Lake

comprises part of the border between M i nnesota and South Dakota.
The topogra p hy is characterized by numerous hi l l s and val l ey s ,
as wel l as fl at river val l e.Y land.

Agriculture i s the pri nc i pal

i ndustry of the area.

The area under i nvestigation fal l s w i thi n the bounds of three

counties, namely, Roberts and Grant i n South Dakotd� and Big Stone

---

-~--

-

--
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i n Minnesota.

Only the segments of these counties immediately

adjacent to the power plant site were samp l ed for the study.

Thi s•

i nc luded Alban and Big Stone Townships i n Grant County, Geneseo ,
Lockwood, Becker, and Lake Town�hips i n Roberts County , and the
ci ty of Ortonv i l l e , Mi nnesota. A brief hi s tory of the three counties
and the major urban communi ties withi n them i s presented below
to g ive a time and place perspective i n the setting.

Grant County, South Dakota
Black (1 939 :20) states that Dakota Territory was born March,
i 861 , i n one of the l ast acts of President Buchanan.

One of the

first acts o f President Linco l n was to appo i n t the first governor

of the terri tory.

He nrpointed one of hi s close fri ends , Dr.

Jayne, of Spri ng i ei d , I l l i no i s , to the post.

The new governor

provided for the terri tory to be d i vi ded i nto counti es.

w, l l iam

\�hat i s

now Grant County was part o f Red River County which exten ded along
the east side of Dakota Terri tory from the Canadian border a l l the
way south to the junction of the Sioux and Mi ssouri Rivers. Thi s
made the cocnty a pproximatel y 450 m i l es l ong.

As settl ers moved i nto Red River County i t was subdivided

and \•J hat i s now Grant County

\•1 as

made part o f Deuel County.

Deuel C"'lt.:nt,y i nc l uded p,;r";s of what are now Haml i n , Codi ngton, and
Roberts Counti es .

It was not unti l 1 873 that Grant County was

formed . I t was reduced to i ts present size i n 1883.

The rai 1 road was one of the greatest i nfluences on developnent

i n the pioneer days.

I n 1878 the Milwaukee Ra i i road reached
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as far west as Ortonville. In 1880 ft was extended west to the
townsite of Milbank, South Dakota, which was located in a wheat

field owned by Henrietta Baxter.

The first settlers in Grant County a rrived in 1 850.

Ho\•1ever,

the rush for land came when the railroad announced its decision

for an extension west of Ortonville. In 1878 the county seat was
established at Inkpa City, which l ater became Big Stone City.

Inkpa City was the first village to develop west of Ortonville.

The first three school districts were organized in 1879. In

1881 the county was organized into townships and ten road districts
were developed in the county.

Big Stone C i ty, Sou th 8akota

The site of the town now called Big Stone City was earl ier

known as the Indian village, Inkpa City.

Numerous excavations

by these early inhabitants are still in evidence along the hillsides.

Big Stene Lake was a favorite resort for the various Indians of
the surrounding region. The town was platted in 1879 although
a Post Office had been established there i n 1875.

Big Stone City includes three distinct town sites, namely,

Inkpa City, Geneva , and Big Stone City.

many building projects were undertaken.

During 1879 and 1880

The village continued to

grow steadily. It never experienced any great boom period as did
its rival neighbor, Milbank, but its growth was significant.

The first county seat was established at Big Stone City. Through
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much interc001munity rivalry, and a very close vote, Milbank became

the county seat in 1883.

The population of Big Stone City was 631 in 1970 (Riley and

Wagner, 1971 : 43) . This was a 12. l per cent net loss in population

from 1960.

I t has no major industry within the city limits although

there are several granite quarries in the vicinity. Agriculture is

the major i ndustry of the area.

Religious organizations had an early start in the area. The

first services were conducted in Big Stone City.

The local group

which later became the Big Stone City Evangelical Church ( now

United Methodist) had its beginnings in the 1870 1 s . The first

building was constructed in 1 831.

ti:t'Xt came tl,e Roruan CciU, olics

who also built a church that same year.

The only protestant

church remaining in the community at the present time ·is the former
Evangelical Church, although the Methodist Episcopal, Gennan

Methodist, German Baptist, ar.d Presbyterian Churches organized

congregations at one time.
Milbank, South Dakota

Milb3nk \,as platted in August , 1880, and immediately became

a boom to1•m.

Scme settlers had ITIQVed to the area in 1877 and 1878.

The first bui1ding constructed on the town site was a lumber
office.

In approximately one month there were fifty buildings

of various sorts .

In three months Milbank claimed 300 residents and became the

service center for the county. It

g rev1

so rapidly that the
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res i dents voted for i nco rporati on i n 1881 .
the popul ation had grown to 700.

In one year ' s time

For a number of years Mil bank

was the "outfi tting station" for many settlers moving s ti l l farther
west.
Many areas i n Dakota Terri tory engaged i n competi tion and
rr,a ni pulation i n order to have the county o ffi ces l ocated \'l ithin
thei r c i ty.

The fight between Big Stone C i ty and Mi l bank may be

one of the mos t notable.

In S eptember, 1 881 , the ci tizens of Mi l bank

adopted a resolution to strive to have the cou nty seat moved from
Big Stone C i ty .

Their argument \'las based o n central i ty o f location

in terms of service to county residents.

The county seat provided

trade advantages , so Big Stone City was determined to keep i t .
The co unty commissi oners a l l owed a request that a vote b e taken
on relocat i o n .
On the November election day both to\'ms sought to get every

possibl e vote i nto the bal l o t boxes.

The result d i d not give

Mil bank the two-t h i rds requi red to permit the move. Hhen the
commi s s i oners met to canvass the vote two bal l ot boxes were mi ssing.
Mil bank decided to forcefully get the county records.
abl e to get some of them.

seats i n operation.

They were

For a short time there were two county

Finally, the Di strict Court declared M i l bank

the county seat i n February, 1 883.

In 1 880 M i l bank voted to establish i ts first publ i c schoo l .

School started i n December of that year with 75 students enrol l ed .
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The first religious group to build a church in Milbank was

the Methodists.

They constructed their first building i n

The Catholics had organized a congregation in
Congregationalists built a church in

1 881 .

1 88 2 .

The

1 884.

Milbank is the largest city in the county. Its population

in 1970 was 3,727. an i�crease of 6.5 per cent over the 1960

figure. It has several sizable industries within its limits.

Mi1bar1k Mutual Life Insurance Company employs approx�n�c1tely 200
persons.

Valley Cueen Chees� Factory has total sales of

approximately 3. 3 million dollars annually iind employs 75 perso11s.
The major industry of the immediate area is Agriculture.
Roberts County, South Oakot�

Roberts Count.)• is located in the extreme northeast corner

of South Dakota, on the western bank of Lake Traverse and Big

Stone Lal(e.

seat.

Sisseton, a city of

3,094

in

197C,

is the county

In March , 1883, Roberts County was created by an act of

the Dakota Territorial Legislature. Traverse was originally selected
as the county seat. This selection caused a feud between Traverse

and Wilmot. Ho�ever, when the Sisseton-Wahpeton Indian Reservation

was established 1 n
the count,l seat.

1 892,

In

1898

Sisseton began to grow and compete for
Sisseton rather forcibly claimed the

county seat even tnough they had not received the required two
thirds of the otP.s :o do so legally.
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Grant County i s an i mportant agricul tural area of South
Dakota claiming some of the most productive l and i n the State.
The county has three state parks, two state operated recreational
areas, and three roadside parks.

In 1 966 field crops made up 36

per cent o f the total cash fann i ncome i n the county (�ota s ,
1968: 34 ) .

Ortonvi l l e , Mi nnesota
Ortonvi l l e was first 1 a.i d out by i ts proprietor C . K. Orton,
i n 1 972 (Nei l , 1882 : 975).

He was satisfied that it was a good

place for a town s i te al though there was no one l i vi ng there at
the time.

By 1878 , there were only about a dozen bui l di ngs i n

vi l l ag e .

A l l the destroyed bui l d i ngs were replaced during that

the p·1 ace .

l n Apri i , ·1 819, a f i re wiped out almost ai l of the

sull1!ler.

Kri er ( 1 949 : 1 3 ) states that the winter of 1880-1881 was a

very severe one wi th b l i zzards, heavy snow, and extreme col d .

The rai l road was s nowbound for 1 26 days.
were used up.

Supp l i es of al l ki nds

P i l es of rai l road ti es , i ntended for extension

of the rai l road tracks, were used for fu el .

Wulff ( 1 959 : 1 6-22 ) states that the first school was held i n

the basement o f a g rocery store. The first school house was built
i r. 1876.

By 1882 this bui l di ng was outgrown c:.nd a t\'10-story,

two- room bu i l d i ng was constructed.
The fi rst rel i g i ous servi ces were held by an Episcopal mini ster

from Mi nneapo l i s i n 1874.

The Episcopal Church was organized i n

-

� � - -- -

-

-
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1879.

The Congregationalists and Me thodists also organized

congregations that same year.

The first Catholic Mass was celebrated

in a private home that same year.

Ca tholics attended the church

in Big Stone City until 1904 when they b�ilt their own in Ortonville.

Other congregations organized before the turn of the century were
the Swedish Methodist Church, the Swedish Zion Lutheran Church ,

and Trinity Gennan Lu theran Church.

Several other congregations .

such as First English Lutheran Church and the Christian Science
Church, were established in the 19001 s.

Ortonville's population in 1970 was 2,816 which was a 5. 3

increase over the 1960 figure.

The Big Stone Lake Power Plant

The construction of the Big Stone Lake Power Plant was

scheduled to begin early in 1972, with the projected completion

date of May, 1975. It will be fueled b y a soft l ignite coal having

a low sulphur content. This coal is mined in North Dakota.

During the construction phase the work force will number

between 400 a nd SOO m�n.

Once the plant comes into operation

the per-anent staff ,-.,ill number approximately fifty.

t·�ost of

these persons will be technical and prof essional personnel from

o utside the Big Stone Lake area.

The Bechtel Corporation has contracted to design and construct

Bechtel Corporation (1970) has assured the states
of South Dakota and ''innesota that no water contamination will

the faci1ity.
occur.

The plant ' s el ectrical gene rators will be cooled with
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water pumped from near·by Big Stone Lake and stored in a marimade

lake by the pl ant. The water used to cool the generators will be ·

vaporized by means of cooling towers. The vapor from the cooling
towers will contain fly ash and several other mineral residues.

The major part of the work force for the construction will

be recruited from the tri-state area. This crew of skilled,

semi-skilled, and unskilled workers will compri se approximately

92 per cent of the total work force. The remaining eight per cent
will be from the permanent Bechtel Corporation staff of technical

and administrative personnel.

The electricityproduced by this plant will be consumed mainly

by metrcpolita� nr�a$ east of the State of Minnesota. Once the

plant is in operation it is expected to consume five 100-car

trainloads of coal per week, and 150,000 gallons of water per

minute. The plan includes a cooling pond to recycle the water

with a net loss through evaporation of approximately 480 gallons

per minute. The water for cooling will either be drawn from Big

Stone Lake, as stated above, or from a reservoir to be constructed
on the Whetstone River nearby.

CHAPTER FIVE

Introduction

RESEARCH DESIGN

This dissertation shall report the research invoived in

assessing the empirical relationship between several selected
socio-demographic variables and attitudes toward community which

have been operationalized b y focusing on community services. This
is a II sti 11 pi cture 11 of attitudes in the fall of 1970. The data

presented will, however, provide a base from which subseq�en t

analyses can assess social change.
<:;,m,-,1
-- t: i. r.�
.,
.

The sample was selected en the basis of five per cent of the

urban population and twenty per cent of the rural popu iation.

Several pertinent factors, such as population sizes and represen

tativeness, were taken into account in establishing the method

of sampling. The sampling method adopted was to draw: a fixed

per cent sirr.ple random sample of the two comnunities, Milbank and

Ortonville, a 20 per cent simple random sample of the Big Stone
City residents, and a 20 per cent stratified random sample of

the rural area.

Big Stone City did not qualify for city status

by census definition, so a 20 pet· cent sample of electrical and
water consumers in the community was selected. The rural area

. was stratified on the basis of fann size. This sampling procedure
r.ett�d 1 79 heads of households as interviewees.
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Several possibilities \'!ere reviewed to ascertain the most

accurate sampling frame possible. It was concluded that the

Ottertail Power Company listing of electrical consumers in Milbank,

and the city clerk ' s listing of electrical and water users in

Ortonville would be the most accurate and conclusive for the urban

communities.

The rural areas were sampled using a stratified

random sample based on farm size. The data for this sampling

were procured from the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service offices in the respective counties.

The D�ta Gathering Instrument

The interview schedule was prepared in two parts.

The first

part was developed to gather personal, factual, and descriptive
data related to the respondent , his family, his prope�ty, his
community invol vement, and his knowledge of the area.

ihe second

part included several Likert-type, five alternative, scales to

ascertain the respondents' attitudes related to several institutional

considerations in the area. This study will utilize the scale
assessing attitudes toward community services.

A survey of 1 iterature on attitude formation, corrmunity

research, and social systems theory disclosed the possible significant

i nfluence of some $Ocio-demographic variables upor. a person ' s attitude

toward community services.

SelectE:d socio-demographic variables from

part one of the interview schedule \'Jill be u sed as independent variables
in analys i s of th�ir relations hip to the dependent variable, attitude

toward comr.1unity services.
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Oefi nition of Te nns
The tenns used in this study are operationalized as follows: ·
In keeping with the social systems theoretical

Community:

framework of this study Warren I s

(1972: 9)

definition is used, which

states that 11a community is that combination of social units
and systems which pe rfonn the major social functions having

local relevance. 11
Attitude:

Irving Sarnoff ' s (Halloran,

1 9 67 : 26 )

will be used in this study and is as follows:

definition

Attitude is 11a

disposition to react favorably or unfavorably to a class of

objects. 11

Respondent: The asce�tained head of the household who was

intervi·e1t1ed for this study.

Age : The chronological age indicated by the respondent.

Education: The total number of years of formal schooling

completed by the respondent.

Family Size: The total number of members in the so · 1 e nuclear

family unit of the respondent.

L ength of Residence: The total number of years the respondent

has lived in the current residence.

Organizational Participation: The total number of community

organizatfons in which the respondent participates.
L evel of Living:

The total number of household facilities

such as central heating, air conditioning, etc., in the homes of

the respondent.
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Knowledge: The level of knowledge exemplified by the respondents

in ten substantive areas related to the Big Stone Power Plant.

Reli gious Affiliation: The denominational affiliation indicated

by the respondent.

Community Identification : The corrmunity indicated by the

respondent as the one with which he mainly identifies.
Income:

The total gross income of the family unit of which

the respondent i s a part.

Occu pation: The classification of the respondent ' s occupation

on a ten category scheme.

Ownership of Lakeside Property:

The indication by the respondent

that he does or does not own property on the lakrshore of Big Stone

Lake.

Magazine and Newspaper Sub$crip tion: The total number of

magazine and newspaper subscriptions by the family unit of which

the respondent is the head.
Data Col lecticr

Prior to t e administration of the i nterview schedule to

th� selected sample i� the Big Stone Lake area it was pretested
on a sample drawn from outside the geographic area under study.

On the basis of the results of this pretest, refinements were
made in the rnea.suring i nstrument.

The pennan€'nt data for this study were gathered by an interview

team of fi ve South Dakota State University graduate assistants in

th c;;. Rural SccfrJ1ogy Jepartment
of 1 9 70.

and

five area rEsidents in the fall
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A three - day tra ining p rogram was condu cted with the i ntervi ewers.
Thi � program incl uded practice interviews us ing the s chedul e with
nonsmr.pl e r::s p ondents .

Intervi ewers were then ass igned to s p ec ific

sub - areas within the tota 1 area.

E ach compl eted s ched u l e was

exami ned by the coordinator of the study to ins ure comp l eteness
and cons i sten,:y.
Statistical Technique
The indep endent variables i n this study are as fol lows :

A. Age
B.

E ducation

C.

Fa'llil y S ize

D.

Length of ��s idencc

E.

Organizatfo .a l Parti c i p ation

F. Lev�l of Living
G. Knov,ledge
H.

Religious Affil iation

I.

Commun ity I dentification

J. I ricome
K.

Occ,ipat ion

L.

01•mers h i p of Lakes ide Pro p erty

M. ,r :aga zine and Newsp aper Subs criptions.
The depender,t var iable is attitudes toward cormiunity services .
lb predi c t a s ingle dependent variable from the selected number
of ind�pend-nt variables a l eas t s q uares mu ltivariate st1tistical
a,1alys ·is was ut·i l i zed.

CHAPTER S I X

ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
A five-point Likert-type scale was used to measure attitudes

toward community services as a continuou s dependent variable.
The attitudes o f the respondents were weighted as follows:
SA
Strongly
Agree

MA
Mildly
Agree
2

u

Undecided
3

MD
Mildly
Disagree
4

SD
Strongly
Disagree
5

A thirteen variable set of independent variables was used in

a least squares mult1variate analysis. This technique provided

a rank order arrangement of the i 11depe,1dent var'i ab� e::s a::ct thf: f r

associa-tion with the d�pendent variable, attitudes towa rd comrr:un�t.Y

servi ces. The independent vari ables' (X 1_ 13 ) relati onship to th�
dependent variabla (Y) can be stated in functional terms as follows:
Y = f ( X1 , X2 , X3 ,X4 ,X5 , X 6 , X7 , X a, X9 ,X1c• X n , X 12 · X 13 ) , in which:

Y = Attitudes to�ard ccmnunity services as a function of the
following independent variables in a set relationship:

x1

=

Age

',(

=

X3

::

Educa tion

Family S i ze

=

Organizational Participation

"2
X4

x5

x6

- Lt!ng th of Residence
=

Level

Qr

Living

x. 7 -= Kr:-:iw1edg�
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x8

= Rel igiou s Affil i ation

Xg = Comnu ni ty Identification

x 1 0=
x1 1 =

I ncome

Occupation

Xi 2= Ownership of Lakeside Property

X 1 3= I agazi ne and Newspaper Subscri ptions.

The theoretical l east squares equation i s written in the
fo 1 1 owi ng form:
Y = (a + b 1 x1 ,b 2X 2 ,b 3X 3 , . . . . . . • . . . b kXk )

i n which
Y = Attitudes toward conmunity service s .
a = Y intercept.

b - Regres sion Coefficient.

x1 . . . . Xk

= Vari abl e Set.

Ji�asurement of the Variables

Y � Attitude t™ard Comnu nity Services:

A fi ve-poi nt Likert-type unidimensional scale was used to
measure thi s variable. There were el even scale i tems relating to
corrmuni ty services i n the area under study.

I ncl uded among the

quest i ons , or statements , were items regarding the respondents '
a ttitudes toward expansion of the co-muni ty services.

The scal e items (i nclud�d i n Scal e C, AppP.ndix I) are as
fol l ows :

I feel the co unity ,,Ji l l have to expand to accornmocate
the new people when the plant i s bei ng bui l t .
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I feel that we now have enough hospital facilities
to serve the additional people.
I feel our police department is presently large enough
to serve the additi�nal peo?le .

I feel our fire department is large enough to absorb
the anticipat�d increase .
I feel our present supply of drinking water will be
sufficient.

I feel our present sewage facilities are sufficient
enough to service the new people.
I feel expansion of our churches will be necessary .

I feel our school facilities will have to be expanded.

I feel many additional apartments and houses will have
to be built .

I feel after the construction force leaves, we wi11
have a surplus in the above service areas.

I feel if we have a surplus of facilities, it wi11 hurt
the area.

Ideally an item-analysis should correlate scale items with

some reliable criteria outside of the attitudes being measured ,

and then only the items are used which have the highest correlations.

In this study, as is true in most, such external criteria were not
availa b 1 e.

The alt ernative was to a ccept a carefully constructed

pool of iter.is as the best availab1 e meas1Jre of attitudes toward

community services. This latter alternative was selected out of

necessity.

The respondents selected from a Strongiy Agree to a

Strongly Disagree response continuum. A cumulative score was
assigned each respondent on the basis o f his responses to the

eleven items.

Lo\/ sccres ind icated a. positi ve attitude toward
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community services. The possible range -:,f scores for individuals
was from 11 to 55. The average for the sample was 37.3.

x1

= Age: An interval scale of chronological age was used

to measure this variable. The respondent was asked to give his
age as of the last birthday.
X2 = Education:

The respondent was asked to indicate the

number of years of formal education he had completed. The measure

ment of this variable \·1as a n interval scale.

x3 = Family Size: This variable was measured by asking the

respondent to indicate the number of persons in the family unit.
X 4 = Length of Residence:

This variable was measured by

asking the respondent h�v long he had lived at the present residence.

The total number of years was recorded.

x5

= Organizational Participation: This variable was measured

by asking the respondent to indicate the organizations in which he

held membership.

The total number was counted and recorded.

X s = Level of Living: This variable was measured by asking

the l'espondent to indicate his ownership (or lack of ownership )

of thirteen household facilities. This dichotomous scale had a
potential range of ten to twenty.

x7 = Knowledge: A dichotomous scale with a possible range from

1 0 to 20 points \vas used. Respondents were asked to indicate

their kno,,ledge in i O substantive areas.
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x8

= Relig ious Affilic:ition: Each respondent \l' as asked to

indicate his denominational affiliation. The denominational

affiliation \'las i d 0ntified by an assigned number.

Xg = Community Identification: This variable was"classified

similari1 y to re1igi ous affiliation.

The respondent indicated

the community 1-1ith which he prirre.rily identified. Each community
was assigned a number.

X1 o = Income: An intervai scale was u sed to measure this

variable.

The respondent indicated total family income in one

of nine income categories ranging from less than $2 ,500 to over
$15, 000 per annum.

X 1 1 = Occupation: The respondent \'las asked to identify his

occupation. This response was categorized on a ten point modified

Edwards scale, with an assumed ordinal ranking between occupational

groups.

x 12

= Ownership of Lakeside Property: This variable was

measured by a dichotomous scale. The respondent was asked if he

did, or did not, own property on Big Stone Lake.

x 13

= f\3gazine and Newspaper Sbuscriptions: This variable

was measured by asking the respondent which magazines and newspapers
the fami l y receives by subscription.
total number was recorded.

These were counted and the

Several of the above variables are such that they cannot be

numerically r.ieasured. They can , however , be classified by the

assigr,ent of an identification numbe�. These variables are
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known as durrmy varia.bies.

A dunmy variable is a variable \'1hich

cannot be measured numerically and so is classified by the

assignment of identification numbers.

In this set of independent

variables community identification and religious affiliation are

of this type. The dunmy variab1e ap proach allows the introduction
of i nformation into the regression analysis which is not measured

on a numerical scale.

..

Statistical Hypothesis
The statistical hypothesis used in this analysis is:

There is no significant relationship between the selected
set of variables and attitudes toward conmunity services.

Level of Signi ficance

Blalock ( 1960: 125) suggests a general guide in the selection

of a significance level. This is to "lean over back\'1ards to prove
oneself wrong or obtain results that one actually does not want

to obtain. " This usually entails the use of a null hypothesis

which the researcher subjects to test.

A cow.monly selected level

of significance in the social sciences is the . 05 level.

level will be used in this study.

This

Result� of the Analysis

I t was perceived in the revie\'1 of literature that possible

significant relationships existed between the thirteen independent
variables selected for this study and the dependent variable. In

the analysis , t. stepwise process was usecl through which the regression
s�m of sq�ares was recuced.
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The set of independent variables dealt with above contained

several subsets. In the computer analysis the variables comprising

each subset were introduced into the equation as individual variables.

Because of their affinity these variables were treated as sets

in the review of literature and methodology. The stepwise analysis,

however, contains eighteen variables due to the subdivision of the
following:

Family size was divided into the number of male children

and female children.

Subscriptions were placed in two classifications; magazines,

and newspapers.

Community Identification was treated in three classifications;

identification with Big Stone City, identification with Milbank,

and identification with Ortonville.

Religious Affiliation was classified in two broad classification� ;

Catholic and Protestant.

The eighteen variables in the regression analysis yielded an

overal 1

n2

value of . 1 49.

The iterative process identified two

variables as being significant at the . 05 level, with a n R2 value
of . 070.

CHAPTER SEVEN

SUfivlARY OF FINDINGS
Characteristics of the Sampl�
An analysis was conducted to ascertain certain pertinent

characteristics of the sample.

Forty one and one-half per cent

of the respondents completed eight or less years of school , and
32 . 8 per cent completed twelfth grade (Table 4 , Appendix II).

The average n unber of years of fonnal education completed by

the respondents was 10. 4. The average age of the respondents

was 53.5 years (Table 5, Appendix Ii).

ThP. average length of residence in the community was 21 . 9

years (�able 7, Appendix II). Rural area respondents had resided

longer in their communities , on the average than did urban

respondents. The major segment (87 per cent) of the respondents

perceived their area as fair or good in tenns of economic conditior,s.
Urban respondents perceived the economic conditions of the area

as gocd or excellent more often than did rural respondents.

Overview

The eighteen varic.bles ,.,,et"e rc:nked through the stepwise

process of multipie r�gression analysis i n the following order

b y degree of association to the dependent variable (from high to
low):

Magazine Subsc riptions ,

Community Identification : Ortonville,

Income ,
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Kn owl edg e ,
Community Identification: Big Stone C i ty,
Number of Male Chi l dren,
Corrmunity Identification: Mi lbank,
Educat i o n ,
Ownershi p of Lakesi de Property,
Rel i gious Affi l i ation: Protestant,
Rel i gious Affi l i ation: Catho l i c ,
Length o f Residence,
Number of Female Chil dren ,
L evel of Livir.g ,
Age ,
Organizational Part1c ipaticn,
Occupat i o n , and

Newspaper Subscripti ons .
The R2 for the compl ete eighteen vari a bl e set was . 149.
Through the i t erative process the number o f variables signifi cant
at the . 05 1 cvel was found to be two: Magaz i n e Subscri pti ons , and
Commun i ty Iden "" ificaticn: Ortonv i l l e .

The other variables were

not signifi c ant at the sel ected l e vel .

The general statistical

hypothesis that

"There i s no signifi cant rel ations h i p between the
sel ected set oi variables and attitudes toward cornrru nity
servi ces"

cannot be 1 ej ected. The i ncl usive su� of squares reduced ( . 1 49 )
was not suffi c i en t at the . 05 l evel of s i g n i fi cance.

First and
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second ranked sub-hypotheses related to magazine subscriptions

and corrrnunity identification (Ortonville) can be rejected. The

sub-hypotheses concerning the rerrainder of the variables cannot
be rejected.

The regression prediction equation with an R 2 value of . 070

through the stepwise process can be written in the follovling

form:

Y = 35. 85025 + -. 95349 (X 1 ) + 2.52561 (X2).
findings of Significant Relationships

Findings will be presented in the rank order each variable

appeared in the stepwise process. The first two have been found
Magazine S ubscriptions: This variable represents the number

of subscriptions received in the home of the respondent. The

negative association was significant at the . 05 level. Therefore

it can be concluded that there is a significant relation between

the number of magazine subscriptions and attitudes toward corrrnunity

services. The null hypothesis relating this variable and the dependent
variable can be rejected.

The review or literature cited a relationship between the

consu�ption of the printed page and such variables as socio

economic status, and knowledge. The significant association indi
cates the more magazines there are in the homes by subscription ,

the less favorable i s the attitude toward corrmt1nity services.
Howeve:r , the results of this study do not sr,o·.-1 a signi fic2. 11t
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relationship between subscriptions to newspapers and such

variables as socio-economic status and knowledge.

�ommunity ! dentificatio�: Ortonville

·The independent variabie i n second position on the basis

of associational strength with the dependent variable is identi
fication with the city of Ortonville.

T his association wa�

significant at the . OS level. Therefore, the null hypothesis

is rejected and it is concluded that a sigrificant relationship

exists between community identification (Ortonwille) and attitudes
toward community services.

In the review of literature and the social systems t heoretical

framewor� i t was citLd that a relationship develops between particu

lar community which is " home" and attitudes toward community. These
findings substantiated the earlier results.

It must be recognized that this association was significant

in predictive power only for Ortonville.

The Big Stone City and

Milbank corrmunity identification variables were not significant.
However, in the ranking of the eighteen variables they ranked

fifth and seventh, respectively. In an additional analysis of

these data Ortonville ranked first in its predictive power for

environmental attitude s cores. Warren (1972: 286-293) was ci ted

in the review of li terature as stating a n umber of \'Jays in which

the individual identifies with, and comes under the control of ,

the comnunity. The results of this study corroborat� an association
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of that type.

(See Tables 6 and 7, Appendix II, re. Community of

Residence and Length of Residence. )

findings of Nonsignificant Relationships
- The remaining sixteen independent variables did not signif

icantly ( . 05 ) reduce the total sum cf squares.

The null hypotheses

for these variables are therefore not rejected and no statistically
supported conclusions can be drawn from the results.

Surrmary

In viewing the total array of independent variables as they

were arranged through the stepwise program in the multiple regression

analysis the results indicate that the residents of the Big Stone
La!<e area tend to hold f�vorab·1e att,itudes to1-1ard community
services.

The social systems theoretical model was an integral part

of this study. It is perhaps the most pervading model used in
socio 1 ogy.

Attitudes toward community services were significantly

influenced by the consumption of mass media, via magazines, and
community identi fication (for Ortonville residents).

Level of

knowledge, extension of awareness, and \'lider societal exposure

are but � few products of the consumption of the printed page.

These have a significant influence on hew an individual views his

community.

The .:or.imunity witn which an ind ividua7 identifies wi1 1

infl uence attitu=:es tO\vard the cor.nu nity services. This was
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shovm

by the 0rtonvi1 1 e residents. Whi 1 e Big Stone City and

Milbank residents did not register significance in the relationship of community identification and attitudes toward community

services at the .05 level, they did rank fifth and seventh in the

total array of var�ables.

Implications for Future Research

Two of the eighteen independent variables significantly

reduced the total sum of squares at the selected . 05 level of

significanee. In future research refi nl:!ments of the measuring

instrument, a sharpening of the variables, and a different sample
may very well result in several of the non significant va�iables

in thi s study being �igni ticant.

Th� s study provides a base line assessment of attitudes toward

comnunity services.

Future studies, particularly as they relate

to the construction and operati on of the Big Stone Lake Power

Plant, can be compared to it in order to measure change.

The Big Stone Lake area of South Dakota will experience change

with the establishment of this major industry.

Very little

research on change of this type in a relatively rural area has been
perfonned. Future study of this area relative to social change

and rural develop�ent would contribute to an area of sociological
research that needs expansion.
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:ZS.) lately, there �as bet11 mucll discuss ton and contraversey over the subjects of
atr 11111 water ·pollution. (n your o:>lnion. do you feel:
� � has a poll.. tton prcblc,n, and tf so 11:;,. W\luld you rate 1U
fl.,"' ,t al-cJsor-,.Q t:>lera�l� serfouQor cr-1tfcal,c:J

Do )QI! hel !!!.!1, � •u • pollution problem. and If so r,o,., "'-ould yN rite 1U
tlcne ,t allc:J sor.� I t.>ler�blct

I scrfous[:J or critical 7C:]

26.) (ask c11ly i f rese�lde�t feels ir.:r.,ediate Hea has a pollution orobleo'II)
li':'la t do you feel is th� r.-.!_:or scarce of pol ll., ti011 in this are�?

· lndustrCJ t;r!cultur�D r.ur, !c it:lli tiesO h,e shore cottagc0 l itter
yes

\ .�,-:.:�r
10
Y.,aii"S'"'r �!••·

"" ltC

.CJ

II

no

coler

2�.) Since our Y-nowlcdc� o! th1� area could never ar�r���� th�t of � l?c!l resi��nt,
. resocr.:1 1nq
·
�o the to1 1 o,s,no caes. 10:is·
ar�rcciatc >·our �.i1 p 1n

"'� ·s:,,ld

yes

I.re ,oo aware of:

The �•ocoscd construr.tiJn ,:,f an electric ;)!l\•�r :>lant I n this area?

Any r,oposc� chanocs :o be m��c in tn� level of Gig Stor.c Ltke and prP.sen t
fico<I <ontrol opcrHior.:.?

II

r.o

1,ny c.>jor envi ror.:r,cnL\ 1 prJblcr.1s in tl'lis area?
hly Njor cor.m.inity pro,le-:s in �ni s area ?

The functlo:i o f the 11i r.�2sota • Sou :h C:kota Boundary l�aters Cc::..1ission7
My rural fn'"strlal de·,'!l?cn:ent oro�r,?o:is In t.h\s area?

The s:.?ga·.,att cut•put of th� proocsed ;xt·•.?r plant?
The 1>::ga.,att out-put of tt� �res tnt :iov-=r :,1ant?

.

I

Tt.e tx.1ct location of t�! ;ro�ost-:1 ;x:·.,"Cr plant?

The prir..iry fuel to te 1-se� 1n the plan�•s oi:er•t1on7

Hit!!

l ::.o

f

I

�USf'

Chilc!rrn

I

you n,ld a
Are you � ct.�rcn tr.<?mocr j How far
vr�
��
Is tnat I chUrch offic,
rel191ous :e�--:iinat 1011 To �,tiitn cn..rcn ll'l yo.J j 'rc111 h�ref:;d� -�'L.
preferencP.
belong?
:,hteh O (f I c�
\!hat 1s ·l"'.)Jr:

29.)

I

I

29 A.) Hc,w long have 'IOU bun I l'.ember of y041r present congregation or p.ir1sh1_

JO.) Co .rou attend cl.urtla:

, t fnl!sfr.o.
or IIOl"e

2 tfc-esfr.,c,,
or 110re

uldora

never
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1. Ue would 11le >""' to 1n�fcatc the catcnt of your 19r:c�nt or dlsa�rtcr.icnt with
A.

. ucfl of the fol 10\fl ng statc1r.cn:s:

StronglJ llfl 01 y l:ndcct- 1:1101 y
StronQly
Agree
Agret dcd
Olsa�ru Diugree

SA

r,4

u

1\0

so

2. SA

M

u

HO

so

fA

u

so

4. SA

HA

u

f'.0

SA

AA

u

SA

IIA

u

HO

so

u

MO

so

I.

J. SA

s.

,.

7. SA

8. SA

,.

JO.

SA

�

,.

1. SA

z.

SA

J. SA

1'.A
11.\
rA
tlA

'"
11A

,�

so
. so

u

MO

so

J feel trle po1,1er piant wii 1 brinq
lflOSt of Hs own er.,plcyl:cs wit:1 ii.

u

110

so

u

HO

so

J feel v.e proposed ?ower plant wfll
dara� 819 Stone Lake

u

ffi)

so

JlA

u

r.o

so

u

I\D

so

JO

so

a.

SA

11,\

J feel the power plant Is a neces�ity
for the economic future of this area

so

SA

:1,\

J feel the p,,.·rer plant "'ight cause
so.Toe oeu businesses to o;,en

HO

so

7. SA

J feel people >1ho have left the are.:
to get Jo:is might return •J!ien the
plant 1s built

u

J:I)

IV.

J feel r.uch additional ��ney will �e
spent in our co.-:mu:iity when the p I ant
h built

so

u

SA

I feel pco:,1 e ,,111 be r::ere financially
srcure wllen the pl int 1s built

:40

'"

,.

J feel ...any ntw jobs will t-e creat;:d
wh� the po1•o?r ;,l11nt cc:;;e5

u

4. SA

s.

I feel V.c future outloo� for the
areJ 's cccn.).,J Is dcr,e11��nt upon the
Big Stone pcuer pl.nt

u
u

l10

so

J fP.el the ;o,.-er plant will favorably
alter the tax structi.re of this area
J feel "' e have needed such industry
fn the cor,vnunity for a long tir.11?

l feel the po,,,er p-lant t:ould adversely
affect recreational facilities 1n th1S
area
J feel recreat ton t.-o-.,ld no lonqer b1
1 major attract ion & fter the ? lant 's
cor.:;,let 1on
J feel 2lr 0ollutlon ..-o·Jld become I
r.ijor pro�lc� after the piant's
CO.q>ht1cn

I feel plant o,rrltlen 1,0,Jld seriously
damage the quality of the tnvlron:i�nt
t feel P?><er plant cpcratfons would
hurt far� O?eratlons

J feel pla�t loc�t!cn would h�rt the
area's constrvat1on practices

J feel thl! South Oakota side of 819
Stone L�te >rOUl<J be the r:ost adversely affected by the plant's location
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c.
1. SA

NA

u

liD

so

z.

SA

11"

u

r feel thc·co-TlJnfty wfll >iave to expand to
.tcco..,odat.e t.'le ncu people ..men the plant t s
telng buflt

HO

so

SA

I�

u

:11>

so

I feel we now h;ive enot41 hcs;,ftal facflftfes
to serve t.'le adJitional peop le

.4. SA

IIA

u

HD

so

5. SA

�

u

;.:o

I feel our fire deoartr..cnt 1s lar9e enough
to �sorb the antfcip.1tcd fncrease

SA

so

H,\

u

I feet oar present sup;,ly of drfnl; fng water
vfll be sufffclent

;.11)

so

1. SA

KA

u

I feel our presl!nt se11a<1e fac1 lftfes are suffl clent enou!)!'I to servfce the no1 �ople

IIC

so

8. SA

HA

u

so

5. SA

MO

I feel expansfon of �ur churches wfll be
n�cesur:,-

IIA

u

HD

10. SA

!'\\

u

MO

so

I feel our school facf11tfes wfll hne to
h txPandC!i

11. SA

M

u

HD

so

I. SA

l".I

u

1·10

so

2. SA

w.

u

I feel i:-.cr.t public officials are not r('alty
1nterested 11'1 the pro!:>lcms of the average
�n

111)

KA

u

I feel t.'lese da1s a p�rson doesn't real ly
tno.1 uh0111 lie can count on

J. SA

;u,

so
so

4. SA

MA

u

HO

so

I fzel no11a1ays a pef\o,.i has to 1f ve pretty
cnuch for todaJ and let tomorro
.. take care of
itself

5. SA

KA

u

•:o

t fc?l fn s:>lte of :ihat sor-e ;,eo:ile uy, the
lot of the averaie Man fs qettlng wor.:e, not
better

so

MA

Ii

�10

so

I feel It Is !'lardly fair to bring I chi Id
fnto t.'1e world -..Ith the ..a, tMn,;s look for
the future

u

It)

so

,.

,.

o.

,.

SA

1. SA

HA

so

8. SA

riA

u

SA

11A

10

u

;-,

�o

10. SA

M

u

ilO

so

,.

so

I feel o,Jr pel!ce department Is presently
large enou�!l to serve l>ie adc:!itfonal people

I feel inany 1ddl tfona 1 apartments and houses
wf 11 have to be bui l t
I feel after the constnJctlon force leaves ,
we vlll have a surplus 1n the abo'/e serv1ce
areas
I fee 1 ff >1e '1ave a surptus of f1c1lft111s, tt
wtlt hurt the area

I fe� 1 the re fs 11ttle c!'lance of f1 ndfn9 real
happiness In life tod�y
I feel ir.o�t p�;,le really don't car1: .,hat
ha,:;,cns to th� next fellow
I hcl ft fs very 1C1?ortan t to save for
tomor�,
I feel 1uck phy$ an fi,,ortant put 1n what
11,,;>-.r.s to p�ople
J feel ff one fs t.om poor he ••lc;ht u wel 1
1ccept ft, u thtre h no getting 011t
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Y. �!c WOuld like you to 1n:licatc trlf ut,nt of l'l)ur 1grec,,,cnt or dha9"eonent w1tll
t1ch of the following 1t1tcmcnts:
I..

l. SA

u

z.

IIA

tlD

so

SA

NA

u

tll)

so

·:s.

SA

M

u

MD

4.

SA

KA

u

.
s SA

IIA

u

,.

SA

NA

·�

so
so

110

so

u

•11>

so

""
""

u

Mi)

so

u

IU>

so

rA

u

so

'SA

t::>

H,\

u

II:>

so

3. SA

t1A

u

111)

SD

4. SA

tlA

u

HD

so

1. SA

a.

SA

8.

1. SA

z.

.
s SA

,.

SA

1. SA

C.
1.

S,\

2. SA

,.

SA

s.

SA

4. SA

,.

SA

11A

u

11D

so

r.a.

u

r.o

so

tlA

u

J!D

so

u
u
u
u

110

!-:>

110

SD

u
u

11D

I-�

tUi

tlA
i\A

flA

""

110
I\)

.:I)

SD

so

so
so

l feel this er.ia has a lot to offer 1n
tenns of the recreational facilities
I feet ricst i:ccple around here use tht
recreational f.ic11 lttes GUite fre•
qucntly

I feel etg St��e lake ts about tha lllOS
1m,ortant of the rccreatton1l facll•
1t1ts

I feel were 1t not for the recreat1on•
11 f•c1 1it1es. many people trould r.ove
I feel swirr.a1n; ts ,�e of the most
1mp.irtant foms of recreation

I feel fishino 1s • favorite sport of
r.ost •round here

I feel picnlcidna and c�m?ing •re imrt�nt forms of recreation, especial�
J 1n this .,.U
I feel . o:1c of the major reasons l am
11v1ng in tt:,is area is the 1val l1b1I•
1ty of outdoor recrutlon

I feel �Jr loc�I covern!lcnt ts us�ellJ
�ery ef�lcient
I feel for the �est part there 1s •
scarcity of e·plcyees In the c:ity or
town govern.-r.ent

I feel local �overrrent 1s pro9resslv1
ind responsive to chan;e

I feel our 1oca J gcveroment h 1!)rar1l
oriented
l feel our local �overmient 1s overly
politically oriented

I feel our local 9overnment 1s 1n tunt
with cnvironr.,cntel probler.is
I fe,1 only the ,-cal thy peo?le get
elected to pol 1t1cal office

I feel the eccn('f".y of this area 1s:

Highly stable

Oterly or-1.inte.:l to the hrr:ier

Pro-.iresstve 1nd In tJre wt th the t1111ei

Oriented to future opportunity for
tMi 1re1

Ge1rtd to han�le envlr01\11\Cnt1l probler
Provid1n9 suff1c l:mt lncer:t Ive to
.,ouUI to rc�in 1n the uu

'�h-1
SA

KA

u

1-10

so

Prov1dtng sufflctent t::o;iloyo:erit opportunt t.r
for •11 -.ho really 11..it t.o work

IIA

u

HI)

so

Gfv1ng the ffl�Jorlty of pco?le • favor.able
1Und�rd of living

1. SA

KA

u

110

Si>

I feel our hospital fac111 ttts are presently
adcqua te for our needs

2. SA

JlA

u

ll!l

SD

3. SA

HA

I feel our police department ts sufflchntly
staffed and efficient

u

AO

SD

I ftel our fire �cpartment ts eff1c1ent and
g1v1ng us good fi�e protection

1.

.a.

SA

c.

4. SA

'"

u

�lD

SD

I feel our se1,a9e facl lt ties &re adequne for
our needs

s. SA

1'14

u

Hi)

SD

I. SA

MA

I feel t:ic aru co:::-ianlcattons systems are
tfv1ng us good servi ce

u

NO

SD

1. · SA

KA

I feel tt.e local stores and cons1P-er scrvtces
111 t�.? ccn"OUnity ue int!eting the nteds of the
people adequately

u

HO

so

I feel rest of ..-!lat anyone could need
bought 1n the downtOUl'I StOn!S

AA

11

110

SD

u

no

I feel our churches are· sufffcfent to sene
all religious denomlnatfons

SD

I fcel tie have enou9/1 an1nlsters to 4d.!Quately
StJff the churci"h!S

[.

1. SA

:t•. SA

AA

CIII be

3. SA

AA

u

!ti)

SD

I feel people tn this U'C!I are generally very
re11gto..s

4. SA

..
,A

u

HO

SD

5. SA

tlA

I feel <:10st people tn the area attend church
N!jwlarly

u

;io

SD

I. SA

1'14

u

no

so

I feol our churches are befog efft clently
1Nn1ged

1. SA

MA

u

KJ •

so

I feel we heve tnoug!l schools and educattonal
services In t.�e area to �et tne neea of the
children

:t. SA

tlA

u

HD

SD

I feel the tcacne.-s 1n the sc:hools .,, well
trained and corr.;etent

l. SA

�-

11A

u

KO

SD

SA

KA

t feel eur children ire recefv1ng • �u111t.r
education

u

It)

SD

s.

I feel cur school board fs pMgressfve 1nd
well aware 01 future needs

SA

MA

u

KO

SD

I feel our educ.tf�al servtcu receive
adequate coar.:.,ilty su;>port

1. SA

""

u

HO

SD

I feel we at prcs�nt have • potent1•111 ser•
lous uater pol111t!on proble<1

2. SA

M

II

flD

SD

I feel 1fr pollutfot1 fs I probl� 1n this 1re1

f.

,.

.

I feel the n!11g!ous needs of the- people fn
the area &re betng 11et oci'!quately
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3. SI\

•IA

u

It)

so

NA

J feel rr.o st o f 011r pollution is the
resul t of .:,grlcultural c,erations

u

Hi)

SD

AA

u

MD

J feel conservation pro:tices help to
control Pt>llut ion

so

SA

IIA

u

J feel a n ir.crelSe in t�e a-Je�t1en of
conservation practices �Y iar.ers woul<
�rcatly �elp rr.o•,ce p,llution

ti)

1. SA

M

u

HD

so

J feel 1ndustria 1 pollution hu long
threatened the ,ivality of the environ11ent

AA

u

Jll)

�o

;,A

u

t1D

SD

J feel l'lOSt r�ple 1n this area ere
very friendly

IIA

u

10

4. SA

so

IIA

u

so

J feel people here will always help •
friend in need

5.

SA

n,

f\A

u

Jll)

SD

I feel recrle here are honest and
1�r1.l9M fore-.;ard

l. SA

H-.

u

SC

2. SA

no

I ft:! tor.; tc,n ;>r�-;rc.�: 1� r,;,c.-e 1::•
portant than 1 • .medi�te
bEnc!it

,.

PIA

u
u

J feel �t have too ��ny youth progra:::s

Kl>

4. SA

so
so

r.A

u

Kl>

so

u

r.,

11A

so

J f�l �he s;,fri tua1 neeC:s ,re adequ•r
ly i::ct ;,y the cl".urches

u

t10

so

J1A

U,

11)

so

l feel there ire sufflchnt recre1t1on•
al hcl11tfcs

HA

u

IV)

so

u

110

IIA

so

u

141>

so

12. SA

>1A
1-'.A

u
u

U. SA

M

u

4. SA

s.

,.

SA

H.

1. SA
2. SA

3. SA

1.

SA

5. SA

,.

SA

1. SA

8.
t.

SA
SA

10. SA
11. SA

flA

'"'

KA

MO

..,

.

so

so

J feel therr.-al pJllution is t definite
factor >!hich might reduce tl'te qu•i ity
of the er, vironment

J feel our people care 1bcut their
neighbors
J feel our people un aluays be counted on

J feel set.cols are as 9()ed u they arc
tn irost con:-.unities
J feel �e have a sufflclEnt Y-\?Unt of
soch1 serv1 ces

J fE�l •dult "1,u:�tfon .,,.ogra,..� should
be an e;�<;n.:i�l Nrt o: the lot1l
school oro!lrams
J feel the in1iviJual has • responsl•
tll ity to his nci�n�or
J feel the church r.clleers are better
c itizens
J feel .,e have I good Chilt.b-!r of
Co,m-.erce
I feel vc hive �ood city govern.nent

110

SD

MD

J feel the �aln probltm v.e face ts
htgh tlllCS

S:>

I feel good c itizens hel, nfnortty
groups 11lt11 t.tielr pro.)le-:,s
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APPENDIX I I
TABLES
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TABLE 1

ATTITUDE TOWARD COMMUNITY SERVICES AND EXPANSION
IN BIG STONE LAKE AREA

C orTYnu ni ty Services and
E x pansi on Scal e
(P os s i b l e Rcnge of V al u es = 1 1 -551
Less than 25**

Number of
Respondents
0

25 - 30

21

37 - 42

64

31 - 36

43 - 48
49 - 54

T otal

*Th ree i nc ompl ete

SC
30

3
176*

**L ow sc ores i ndicate p os i ti v e atti tudes toward c ommuni ty
s ervices.
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TABLE 2
TOTAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE RESPONSES Tu QUESTIONS
COMPRISING K�DWLEDGE SCALE

Question ! tens

Yes

No

Total

Proposed construction of an electric power
pl ant?

1 75

3

178

1 08

70

178

63

115

1 78

43

1 35

1 78

90

88

1 78

Any changes in level of Big Stone Lake?

Any environmental problems in this area?
Any community problems in this area?

Function of �� -; r1nesota-Soutli Dakota
Boundary Waters Committee:

Rural industrial devel opment programs?

Megawatt out-put of proposed power pl ant?
Megawatt out-put of present power plant?
location of proposed power pl ant?

Primary fuel to be used in operation?

Scal e Val ues + 1 90 - 88

59

1 28

52

126

1 i8

36

142

178

1 46

32

178

1 37

41

178

1 78

1 02

TABLE 3
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS PARTICIPATING IN AREA ORGANIZATIONS

,.

Organizations

Number of Respondents

American Legion

32

2.

V . F.W.

3.

4-H Clubs

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14 .
15.

16.
17.

25
8

Farme r ' s Union Co-op

25

Home Extension Cl ubs

3

Jaycees

7

N. F.O.

19

Farm Bureau
Grange

Chamber of Commerce
Kiwanis

Masonic Order

2
1
16
8

11

Knights of Columbus

10

Scouts (Boy or Girl)

3

Elks

Religious

Others

3

59
17

TABLE 4.

Education Level

EDUCATION LEVEL OF RESPONDENTS BY COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE

Big Stone,
City, S . D.
(N=61 )

(%)

Mil bank ,
S.D.
(N=43)

0rtonvi 11 e;
Minn.
(N=47)
(%)

(%)

Rural

Total

(N=28)

( N=l 79)
(%)

(%)

Coll ege
Post Graduate
Graduate
Some College,
but not g raduate

1

8

{2.0%)
{ 1 7 . 0%)

1
4

( 2 . 3%)
(9. 3%)

{6. 5%)

3

{6.4%)

1

{2.3%)

16
25

(26.2% �
(41 .0%

12
20

(25.3%)
(42.9%)

14
17

(32. 5%)
(39.6%)

11

13

7

( 1 1 . 5%)

3

(6.4%)

6

( 1 4 . 0%)

61

( 1 00. 0%}

43 ( 1 00. 0%)

9

(14. 8%)

4

2

(1 . 1 %

23

('12. 8% �

8

(4. 5%)

(39.4%)
(46.4%)

53
75

(29. 6%)°
(41 . 9%)

2

(7.1%)

18

(10.1%)

28

(100.0%)

2

( 7 . 1 %)

High School
Graduate
Some High School
Grade School
8 Grades or less

TOTAL

47 ( 1 00 . 0%)

1 79 ( 1 00 . 0%)
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TABLE 5
AVER�GE AGES OF RESPONDENTS BY
COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE

Respondents

Milbank

Big Stone
City

Ortonville

Other

Average

Head of
Household

50. 1

54. 7

52. 8

56.4

53. 5

41. 2

43.4

41. 5

45. 5

42.9

12. 3

14.7

15. 2

16. 2

14.6

72. 5

72.5

Lady of
Hui.Ase

Children
Other
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TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
BY COMMUNITY OF RESIDENCE

Conmunity
of Residence

Number of
Respondents

Big Stone City

61

Ortonvi 1 1 e

M i l bank
Rural

TOTAL

47
43
28

1 79

106

TABLE 7

AVERAGE LENGTH OF RESIDENCE Of RESPONDENTS
BY COMtvlJNITY OF RESIDENCE

Co1TTT1unity

Years

Urban and Town

Milba n k , South Dakota

Big Stone City, South Dakota

Ortonvil l e, Minnesota

20. 0
24.8
21. 0

Rural Open Country

Browns Valley, Minnesota
Corona, South Dakota

Wilmot, South Dakota

27 . 0
25.0
40.0
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TABLE 8
RELIGIOUS AFFILJATION OF BIG STONE LAKE

AREA RESIDENTS BY COIIMUNITY OF RESIDENCE
Community of
Res idence

M il b ank

B ig Stone C ity
Ortonvi1 1 e
Other

TOTAL

*8 w ith n o affil iation

Protes t ant

C athol ic

26

8

49

14

33

18

1 27

44

19

4

Total
63
34
51

23

1 71 *

